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Introduction – Report content
This report is one of the analytical products developed

collected through consultation with the competent state

within the GEF Adriatic project for the purpose of future

authorities in charge of specific maritime activities or

elaboration of the maritime spatial plan for Montenegro.

economic sectors to which these activities belong. Coastal

According to the accepted concept, rather than creating a

municipalities representatives also made a substantial

separate document, the maritime spatial plan will be

contribution, especially regarding the issues of tourism

integrated

planning

development and nautical infrastructure development.

documents pertaining to both land and marine parts of

The national expert, spatial planner, also made a

Montenegro's territory. The new Spatial Plan of

significant contribution to the preparation of this report,

Montenegro is the first planning document of this kind,

especially in relation to the update of the state of tourism

followed by a spatial plan of the regional coverage that

development plan and nautical infrastructure. This report

would regulate the overall spatial development of the

does not address the maritime tourism sector, including

coastal region. The Spatial Plan of Montenegro would

nautical (yachting) and cruising tourism, as those were

provide general guidelines for the development of

addressed in a separate report. Given the importance of

maritime activities with a broad division of the marine

maritime tourism for Montenegro and maritime spatial

area according to the most common forms of use

planning, working on these two reports involved

(traditional zoning). The other planning document would

maximum coordination and cooperation, and the

give more detailed guidelines and spatial determinants

representatives of local self-governments and maritime

related to the sea use or purpose, as well as different use

sectors worked hard to attend joint video meetings that

regimes (protection, remediation, priority use, multi-

were organised throughout.

into

comprehensive

spatial

purpose use).

The second part of the report begins with the analysis and

This report is divided into two parts. The first part

continues with examples of interactions and possible

addresses the analysis of the most important maritime

conflicts between maritime activities in the coastal area of

activities in the coastal area of Montenegro. These

Montenegro. The concept of interaction primarily

activities extend to the following sectors:

addresses the mutual impacts between different maritime



Maritime transport, including maritime navigation and
the port system;



Fisheries and mariculture;



Tourism, including coastal tourism (bathing areas and
beaches and sea and water sports and recreational
activities outside the corresponding sea water area)
and maritime tourism (nautical or yacht tourism and
cruising tourism).

These are the three largest and most economically
important users of the marine environment and its
different resources. A brief overview of their economic

activities, which generally occur due to their spatial
proximity or direct overlapping between maritime zones
of interest for two or more activities. Impacts can be
negative, unidirectional or mutual, in which case they are
referred to as ‘conflicts’, or they can be positive, in which
case they are referred to as maritime activities that are
compatible in terms of spatial relationships. In the second
part of the report, the typology of interactions specific to
the coastal area of Montenegro is presented, along with a
number of concrete examples. General proposals for
criteria and instruments for resolving typical conflicts are
also given.

importance, current use and regulation is provided, along
with the analysis of their present and future spatial needs
linked to the sea. This part of the report looks at and
summarizes their sectoral development goals, assessed
or reported through their existing sectoral and general
strategies and plans. The report also used information

1

Planning process
and methodological approach

of the spatial plan will ultimately need to be incorporated

The primary task of this report is to analyse and offer

coordination of spatial planning on land and sea.

options for the sea uses and the development of maritime

However, as the development of new plans was delayed,

activities that will encourage sustainable blue growth, i.e.

direct cooperation between the teams was lacking, at

the development of a blue economy with all the social

least at this analytical phase. This problem is, at least to a

benefits that come along. This report therefore primarily

certain extent, alleviated by the Special Purpose Spatial

wants to draw attention to the development aspirations

Plan for Coastal Area of Montenegro developed in 2018,

for all of the maritime economic sectors. For the same

which defined the key planning objectives and the most

reason, more detailed analyses of the impact that

important uses on the land part of the coastal zone and

maritime activities at sea have or may have on the

partly at sea (at least by schematic representations and

environment have not been carried out at this stage of the

symbols) that are expected not to change much in the new

spatial planning process. As a rule, these impacts always

planning documents, with any changes certainly not

exist to a greater or lesser extent. Part of the

being steered in the direction of putting further pressure

methodological approach used in the GEF Adriatic Project

on the space and the environment. This problem is partly

was used in such a way to make sure that developmental

compensated by the fact that national experts are engaged

and protection planning are addressed individually in the

in the GEF Adriatic project team, whereas representatives

analytical stage of the planning process. Therefore, analyses

of the state authorities responsible for the maritime

are carried out both in parallel and independently in the

sectors are also actively helping throughout. Their efforts

function of protection and developmental planning.

were partly hampered by the global pandemic and travel

Protection planning analyses address vulnerability, threat

restrictions, due to which they were unable to meet and

and other parameters, based on the analysis of existing

work together in person. The use of new technologies and

pressures as well as detailed knowledge of the situation

the possibility to share all kinds of data and information

and trends in the marine environment (Figure 0.1, steps 1-

certainly helped effectively address this challenge.

4). On the other hand, this report primarily aims to provide
the analytical input and record the existing sea use and
the future spatial needs of maritime activities and their
interactions (Figure 0.1, steps 6, 7, 8 and 10). For each
activity or sector addressed in this report, sectoral plans
and strategic documents were analysed, which helped
identify possible future needs for each sector, as well as
their developmental potentials. The competent state
authorities and maritime sectors representatives were
involved too.

into the two planning documents. It is therefore a key
methodological

requirement

for

integration

and

An important task in this phase is the mapping of different
forms of uses of the sea, i.e. the development of a spatial
database using geographical information technologies
(GIS). The first step was to map the existing situation firs,
and then proceed with mapping the uses of the sea,
planned or indicated in valid spatial planning documents.
In addition to uses of the sea, the most important
anthropogenic uses in the narrow coastal belt on land,
including the entire public maritime domain area, have
been mapped. Data on the planned settlement areas and

The existing baseline documentation available at the line

tourist zones together with the data on the existing

Ministry was used as a primary source of information,

development are taken from the Special Purpose Spatial

including a number of sectoral baseline studies prepared

Plan for Coastal Area of Montenegro (SPSPCA), national

for the purpose of developing the new Spatial Plan of

location studies and, if necessary, spatial urban plans for

Montenegro and General Regulation Plan. Initially, the

coastal municipalities and other spatial plans. In the

idea was that the development of these two planning

specific assignment, a number of practical problems in

documents should go in parallel to the GEF Adriatic

data collection and systematisation needed to be solved,

project, i.e. the preparation of the expert analysis of the

in particular, the absence of official up-to-date spatial

future Maritime Spatial Plan of Montenegro. The close

databases, other than those created for specific projects,

cooperation between the two planning processes is

mainly related to nature and environmental protection.

important for several reasons. To begin with, the elements

The situation found with uses of the sea was more

2
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complicated insofar as these uses were mainly shown in

The advantage of developing these databases in GIS

schematic diagrams or with symbols. The created GIS

format is reflected in unparalleled analytical capabilities,

database can therefore be considered a useful first step in

especially with the use of related attribute data, easy

the development of the future maritime domain register

search and exchange of data, easy monitoring, reporting

of Montenegro, which will, among other things, contain

and evaluation and significantly better mapping. The data

general information on the maritime domain, incorporated

provided by the Real Estate Administration were also

functional and planning spatial units (position, shape,

used, from the official coastline to ortophoto images

area), as well as the information about rights in the

(2018), raster scan TK 25000 and cadastral maps. Satellite

maritime domain and groups that will exercise those

imagery from the 2020 Google Earth engine as well as

rights. Such a system would not only be used for the

historical imagery available in this browser were used as a

purpose of facilitating planning tasks, but would also be

supplementary source of up-to-date information about

an instrument of efficient and transparent operational

the area.

management. In addition to the marine spatial plans,

More technical information on how to transform spatial

documents such as management programmes, coastal

data from CAD to GIS shp format, used coordinate systems

atlases and other supplementary instruments regulating

and the content of the GIS database can be found in Annex 1.

uses of the sea would be integrated into the system.
State of the marine environment and trends

Sea use status and trends
5

Legal and management framework for the environment
and sea use

Assessment determining values and pressure levels

6

GIS mapping of marine uses and their legal status

3

Analysis of threats to marine environment

7

Participatory assessment of sea use needs

4

Environmental requirements and recommendations

8

Attractivity analysis and modelling for selected activities /
areas

1

State of the marine environment, mapping and analysis

2

Identification of key issues (integrated analyses for the planning sustainable sea use)
9

Analysis of the impact of activities
on the marine environment

10 Analysis of interactions of marine
and land-based activities

11 Sea suitability analyses for selected
activities

Elaborating the marine spatial plan
12 Formulation of planning goals and key concepts of the marine spatial plan
13 Assessment of marine plan options – integration of development and protection objectives through a multidisciplinary
approach and participatory process
14 Final elaboration and adoption of the marine spatial plan, with guidelines for implementation and protection and
rehabilitation of the environment

Implementation, monitoring and evaluation of the marine spatial plan
15 Monitoring and evaluation of the state of the marine environment and implementation of the marine spatial plan, including
the strengthening of the blue economy

Figure 0.1. A diagram of the main stages and contents of the spatial and planning process in preparation of the marine spatial plan.
The activities within the planning process addressed in this report are shown and circled in red.

3

Sea use planning – Key principles
Marine spatial planning (MSP) is a practical instrument for



greater legal security for all maritime activities, in

more rational decision-making about the way in which

particular commercial ones, through clear and publicly

uses of the sea and user/sector interaction are organised

available information on the possibility of using the

and regulated. At the end of the planning process, these

marine area, with listed conditions, procedures and

decisions result in a marine spatial plan (sea zoning) and

competences;

the associated sea use regimes. These results of the



guaranteeing

the

long-term

sustainability

of

planning process provide safe environment for all

commercial use of marine resources based on the use

maritime activities, taking into account their sectoral

of the best knowledge and methodologies in marine

spatial needs (in qualitative and quantitative terms), but

spatial planning, primarily through the use of

at the same time, they also take into account the social

attractiveness and convenience assessments adapted

(public) interest for the development of the blue economy

to the needs and specificities in each sector.

as a whole. This report is one of the baseline studies to
support the decision making process regarding the uses
and the maritime spatial plan developed for the marine
area. Other activities of the GEF Adriatic project will help
draw more attention to harmonisation of the developmental
aspirations of the maritime sectors with the marine
environment protection requirements and sustainable
use of marine resources.
It is worth mentioning that marine spatial planning is not
a one-off task. It is an iterative process similar to the
concept of continuous spatial planning on land. Planning
solutions are tested through their implementation in
practice, the state of the marine environment is monitored,
as well as their socio-economic effects (monitoring
system and appropriate indicators), and the next iteration
seeks to correct planning solutions that had given
unsatisfactory results. Likewise, maritime spatial planning
does not replace sectoral plans, but instead ensures
cross-sectoral cooperation and better coordination and
provides a platform for rational and transparent resolution
of conflicts as well as achieving synergies between
maritime sectors or activities.
Although the principles of protection of the marine
environment and sustainable use of marine resources
through an ecosystem approach serve as the basis of the
planning process, marine spatial planning has significant
positive economic effects, including:


ensuring a transparent planning process where
interested economic sectors can state their case and
defend their interests and needs for the use of a part of
the marine area and its resources;

4

This report deals predominantly with maritime activities
and economic sectors, more broadly, it addresses
developmental marine spatial planning. Therefore, the
economic effects and the creation of conditions for their
achievement are listed as well as the specific objectives of
this report.
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1

The existing sea uses, regulation methods and
spatial needs of maritime activities

1.1 Sea use – The economic importance
of maritime activities
Due to the lack of adequate statistical data on the coastal

Important economic activities in Montenegro that are

zone economy and the contributions of individual sectors,

directly linked to the sea and coast and belong to the

the analysis of the scope and importance of maritime

group of traditional sectors of the blue economy include:

activities in Montenegro is based on the existing estimates



and those included in the Blue Economy Report for1
Montenegro prepared within the framework of the GEF
Adriatic project. The key traditional sectors, i.e. the
maritime economy, fisheries and mariculture, and coastal
and maritime tourism were taken into account.
According to the Special Purpose Spatial Plan for Coastal
Area of Montenegro (SPSPCA) developed in 2018, 28.5 to
30% of national GDP is generated in the coastal areas, i.e.
in six coastal municipalities that make up 11.5% of the
national territory with about 24% of the total population
(148,406 people according to the 2011 census). About
one-fifth of all employment in the country is related to
economic activities in the coastal area, which means that
an employee’s contribution to GDP continues to be about
1.5 times the national level. Since the economy in the
coastal area mainly consists of the activities linked to the
sea, this variable discusses the importance of the blue
economy2, i.e. a higher degree of economic efficiency and
productivity of the blue industries compared to other
industries of the national economy. The coastal area (or
coastal region) is also the most developed part of
Montenegro: the development index in five out of six
municipalities in the coastal area is above 125% of the
national average. The exception is the Ulcinj municipality,
which has a development index of 75% of the national
average (Regional Development Strategy, 2014).

Maritime industry (including maritime transport, ports
and shipbuilding/ship maintenance);



Fisheries and mariculture;



Tourism (coastal and maritime).

The current contribution of the maritime industry to the
national economy is only a small part of its potential and
is far below the growth it once enjoyed. Due to the modest
capacities of the fleet and low employment rates in the
sector, the share of shipping in GDP remains very low. In
recent years, Montenegrin cargo handling ports have used
(on average) only about one third of their capacities, while
shipbuilding and ship repair segment activities have
grounded to a halt. In terms of employment, shipping,
ports and shipbuilding generate hundreds of jobs, which
is an extremely low considering their previous growth and
maritime tradition in the region. The available analyses
have also shown that the total share of the Montenegrin
maritime economy in GDP and employment is well below
the levels in other Mediterranean countries.
Despite their long tradition, marine fisheries are
underdeveloped and based near the coast. Key activities
include net fishing, trawling and small-scale coastal
fishing. Commercial fishing on the high seas has only been
developing more seriously over the last decade and is
mainly done by a bottom trawl. The fishing fleet consists
of 161 vessels that are mostly characterised as old and
outdated. Annual catches have increased significantly in
the past few years, exceeding, for the first time, 1,000 tons

1

A quality analysis, including indicators on the economic structure and contributions of individual sectors to the coastal and blue economy, is
paramount for the successful management of coastal development and further efforts are needed in this regard to ensure the availability of
relevant data.

2

In its narrow sense, the concept of blue economy implies a set of all economic activities related to the sea and coast.

5

in 2018. The recorded catch is well below the maximum

in Bar has been actively involved in cruise activities since

possible and sustainable level, however, different forms of

2016. The total number of cruise ships in Montenegrin

illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing can also be

ports almost tripled in the period 2007 – 2019, with about

observed.

649,000 visitors in 2019. Over 95% of cruise tourism goes

Despite the slight growth over the last decade, white fish
farming has still remained low. In 2018, a total of 123 tons
of fish were produced on three fish farms in the Boka
Kotorska Bay. On a total of 17 shellfish farms, which are

through the port of Kotor, which puts significant pressures
on the sensitive waters of the Boka Kotorska Bay, and is
also associated with a number of other negative impacts
recognised for this type of tourism.

also located in the Boka Kotorska Bay, 228 tons of mussels

Over the past few years, total tourism revenues (nationwide)

and about 17 tons of oysters were produced in 2018. The

have exceeded one billion euros (EUR 1.14 billion in 2019).

share of the fishing industry (marine and freshwater) in

Taking the Monstat research conclusions and the WTTC

GDP is around 0.5%.

estimates as a starting point, as well as the analysis of the

Tourism is one of the key (perhaps the most important)
economic sectors and generators of growth in
Montenegro. The latest estimates of the World Travel &
Tourism Council (WTTC) show that in 2019, close to one
third of national GDP (about one and a half billion euros)
was generated in activities directly or indirectly related to
tourism and travel, with over 6% growth in this sector,
being twice as high as GDP growth. According to WTTC,
estimated spending by overseas visitors (estimated at
EUR 1,132 million) accounted for about 48% of total
exports. Over the last decade, between 85% and 91% of
the total number of arrivals and up to 97% of the total
number of overnight stays account to staying at the

overall trends in tourism turnover over the past decade,
this report is based on the estimate that the direct
contribution of tourism to national GDP in the last few
years is about 15%, and the direct contribution to overall
employment is slightly lower (by about one percentage
point). In absolute terms, this means that (looking at 2018)
the GDP of about EUR 700 million was generated in the
tourism sector, of which about 664.5 million in the coastal
area. Bearing in mind the estimate that coastal area GDP
accounts for up to 30% of the national GDP, it can be
concluded that tourism generates about half (47.5 – 50%)
of the regional GDP.

product.

1.2 Maritime activities and sectors – types
and methods of regulation

Significant growth and effects are also recorded in

Maritime activities include all forms of uses of the sea

seaside, where bathing tourism is the main tourism

maritime tourism (i.e. in the nautical tourism and cruising
sub-sectors). The number of yacht visits to Montenegro
increased 2.2 times in the period 2007 – 2019, and the
number of visitors increased 3.1 times, reaching the figure
of about 28,600 yachtsmen. The rough estimate of
nautical tourism revenue for the last few years is 7 – 11.5
million euros per year (based on an assumed length of
stay of 5 nights per visitor and an average spending of 50

regardless of their nature (for spatial and temporal
characteristics of uses of the sea, see Table 2.1 in the
second part of this report). Maritime sectors include users
and groups of similar users of the marine areas. Marine
spatial planning is the tool of a comprehensive spatial
planning system covering both land and sea areas.
Therefore, maritime activities are also subject to regulations
defining the form and content of spatial planning

– 80 euros per day).

documents3. Each maritime activity referred to in these

Over the last ten years, Montenegro has also positioned

of use of the sea. Accordingly, worked out are proposals

itself as a cruise destination, primarily due to the port of

from the list of maritime activities adapted to the needs

Kotor, which is one of the three leading cruise ports in the

and specificities of marine spatial planning for

Adriatic. In addition to the port of Kotor, the port of Adria

Montenegrin sea, which includes:

3

regulations needs to be based around a specific category

e.g. Ordinance on the detailed content and form of the planning document, the criteria of land use, elements of urban regulation and specific
graphic symbols (2010),

6
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1. Maritime transport, which is further divided into:

5. Exploitation of seabed and underground mineral

1.a. maritime navigation of all types of vessels using

resources, including the exploitation of hydrocarbons

freely chosen or formally defined waterways, in

as well as offshore hydrocarbons exploration activities.

both cases, the vessel must comply with a set of

6. Seabed dredging and disposal of dredged material

rules ensuring safe marine navigation; and

includes dredging activities in the sea (including

1.b. port system means the maritime (port aquatorium)

waterways, ports and other areas where the required

and sea-connected land with port infrastructure

sea depth needs to be maintained, and which are

and associated port anchorages, in order to

exposed to extension as a result of natural and

provide port services to all types of vessels,

anthropogenic processes) and disposal of dredged

whereby ports can be divided into the following

material on dedicated surfaces in the sea or on land

groups according to their purpose: commercial,

(e.g. beach formation or nourishment).

nautical tourism ports (marinas) and shipbuilding
ports.

7. Coastal protection structures – coastal engineering
structures

2. Marine fisheries and mariculture, which is divided
into:

intended

to

protect

natural

and

anthropogenic coasts and coastal functions (e.g.
sheltering the coast from the waves, coastal erosion).

2.a. sea fishing by using different fishing gear; and

8. Military uses include using marine areas or protected

2.b. mariculture or sea fish farming, as well as bivalve

zones as military ports and facilities for defence, and

molluscs farming outside their natural environment

marine areas intended for military training and other

by using appropriate techniques and equipment.

needs with different levels of access and use
restrictions.

3. Tourism that is further divided into:
3.a. coastal

tourism

(tourists

stay

in

their

9. Marine protected areas of valuable natural resources.

accommodation on land) that is further divided

10. Underwater cultural heritage protected zones

into:
3.a.1. activities related to bathing areas and

(underwater archaeology).

beaches; and
3.a.2. daily water sports and recreational
activities at sea (outside the beach
aquatorium).
3.b. maritime tourism (tourists stay on board the
vessel, whether these are their own or hired – the
whole vessel or cabin/bed), which is divided into:
3.b.1. nautical (yachting) tourism4; and
3.b.2. cruise tourism.
4. Underwater cables and pipelines – underwater
infrastructure systems laid on or buried under the
seabed. It also includes submarine discharge of
industrial and municipal wastewater, where the sea is
used as a recipient for adequately treated industrial or
municipal wastewater. Exceptionally, it also includes
(aerial) bundled cables.

4

Different regulations and institutions define nautical tourism differently, i.e. the activities at sea that are its constituent part, for more details, see
Annex 2.
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Table 1.1. Existing situation regarding the uses of the sea by maritime activities, the legal basis of use and competent authorities
Maritime activity Legal basis of use

Competent
Legal act
authority (for
issuing an act *)5

Elements of regulation

1a Maritime
navigation

 Maritime Safety

Obligation to comply with
regulations on avoiding
collisions at sea and safety of
navigation, ability of yachts,
ships and boats to navigate,
training of crew members,
navigation regimes

 Maritime Safety Act




1b Port system –
ports of national
importance








1b Port system –
ports of local
importance










1b Mooring and
docking system

 Ports Act

 Maritime Property Act

 Law on protection of the sea from pollution





5

No acts on the right
of use, certificates on
Boat Regulation
the ability of yachts,
Law of the Sea
ships and boats to
Law on protection of the sea from pollution
sail, certificates on
from vessels
the competence of
crew members, etc.
are issued
Ports Act
 Ministry of Capital Concession deed *
Act on State Property
Investments *
Act on Concessions
 Maritime Safety
Law on protection of the sea from pollution
and Port
from vessels
Management
Decree on maintaining order in ports
Authority
Program of temporary facilities for the
maritime domain of Montenegro
Ports Act
 Ministry of
UTC issued by
Act on State Property
Ecology, Spatial
PEMDM *
Act on Concessions
Planning and
Decree on maintaining order in ports
Urbanism
Maritime Property Act
 PE Maritime
Lease (use)
Program of temporary facilities for the
domain*
agreement for the
maritime domain of Montenegro
maritime domain*
Program of coastal infrastructure facilities
Law on protection of the sea from pollution
from vessels

 Yacht Act

from vessels
Law on State Property
Maritime Domain Act
Program of temporary facilities for the
maritime domain of Montenegro
Program of coastal infrastructure facilities

and Port
Management
Authority

 PE Maritime

domain*

UTC issued by
PEMDM *

Lease (use)
agreement for the
maritime domain*

Objectives and subject of the
concession, use or activity,
duration and fees, safety and
security conditions,
environmental protection
measures

UTC: spatial coverage – location
and length of the operational
shore, number of berths,
additional conditions of use ...
Objectives and subject matter
of the contract, use or activity,
rights and obligations of
PEMDM, rights and obligations
of users, duration and fees,
reasons for contract
termination, safety and security
conditions, environmental
protection measures
UTC: spatial coverage – location
and length of the operational
shore, number of berths,
conditions for equipping and
maintaining order at the port
and/or mooring
Objectives and subject matter
of the contract, rights and
obligations of PEMDM, rights and
obligations of users, duration
and fees, reasons for contract
termination, safety and security
conditions, environmental
protection measures

Where there are several competent authorities, asterisk (s) indicate those competent institutions which are responsible for the legal act marked
in the same way.
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Maritime activity Legal basis of use

Competent
Legal act
authority (for
issuing an act *)5

Elements of regulation

2a Fishing

 Ministry of

Spatial coverage, time
regulation
UTC: spatial coverage, possible
temporary facilities, additional
conditions of use ...

 Act on Marine Fisheries and Mariculture
 SPCAM

 Program of temporary facilities for the

maritime domain of Montenegro

 Ordinance on fishing posts



2b Mariculture

 Act on Marine Fisheries and Mariculture



 Act on State Property
 SPCAM

 Program of temporary facilities for the

maritime domain of Montenegro



3a1 Coastal tourism –  Maritime Property Act
 Act on State Property
bathing areas
 SPCAM
 Program of temporary facilities for the
maritime domain of Montenegro
 Atlas of Montenegrin beaches and bathing
areas for the period 2019 – 2023
 Ordinance on detailed conditions in terms
of arrangement and equipment, types and
conditions of the use of bathing areas
3a2 Coastal tourism –  Decree on minimum technical conditions,
sports and
manner, means and equipment for the
recreational
provision of certain services that include
coastal activities
sports-recreational and adventure activities
(daily recreational  Program of temporary facilities for the
maritime domain of Montenegro
sailing)
 Atlas of Montenegrin beaches and bathing
areas for the period 2019 – 2023
 Ordinance on detailed conditions in terms
of arrangement and equipment, types and
conditions of the use of bathing areas
3b1 Maritime tourism  Act on Tourism and Hospitality
 Yacht Act
– nautical
(yacht / charter)  Ports Act
 Act on State Property
 Act on Concessions
 Decree on maintaining order in ports





Agriculture,
Forestry and
Water
Management *
PE Maritime
domain**
Ministry of
Agriculture,
Forestry and
Water
Management *
PE Maritime
domain**
Ministry of
Economic
Development
PE Maritime
domain*

 Ministry of

Economic
Development
 PE Maritime
domain*

Fishing licenses *
UTC issued by
PEMDM **

Mariculture license * Spatial coverage – boundaries
of the farm (coordinates) and
surface area
UTC issued by
UTC: spatial coverage, possible
PEMDM **
temporary facilities, additional
conditions of use ...
Lease (use)
agreement for the
maritime domain*

Spatial coverage of bathing
areas, mode of use, standards
and guidelines for bathing
areas by categories and types,
maximum surface areas of
facilities at bathing areas,
sports and recreational
activities on beaches

Lease (use)
agreement for the
maritime domain*

Location and areas of landfills
for use at sea, conditions in
terms of required areas on
land, conditions in terms of
equipment and personnel,
conditions of qualification

 Ministry of

Economic
Development
 Ministry of Capital
Investments *
 Maritime Safety
and Port
Management
Authority
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Maritime activity Legal basis of use

Competent
Legal act
authority (for
issuing an act *)5

Elements of regulation

3b2 Maritime tourism
– cruising

 Ministry of

Payment of port services (port
fees for mooring and other
services) (activities for cruisers
are concessioned)

 Ports Act

 Act on State Property
 Act on Concessions

 Decree on maintaining order in ports




4

5

6

Underwater
infrastructure
(cables and
pipelines)
Exploitation of
mineral resources:
Sand and gravel
extraction

 Act on State Property



 SPCAM



 Act on State Property



 Act on Concessions

 Act on Concessions

Dredging and
disposal of
dredged materials

 Ministry of



7

8
9

Coastal protection  Ports Act
 Act on State Property
structures
 (Act on Concessions)
 Maritime Property Act
Military use
 Defence Act?
 SPCAM
Marine protected  SPCAM
 Nature Protection Act
areas
 Act on State Property











10 Underwater
cultural heritage
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Economic
Development
Ministry of Capital
Investments *
Maritime Safety
and Port
Management
Authority
Ministry of Capital
Investments
PE Maritime
domain*
Ministry of Capital
Investments *

 SPCAM

 Act on the Protection of Cultural Heritage



Lease (use)
agreement for the
maritime domain *

Spatial plans, building permit,
concession for special use of
the maritime domain

Concession act *

Objectives and subject of the
concession, use or activity,
duration and fees, safety and
security conditions,
environmental protection
measures
The obligation of the tenants in
the contract is to dredge

Lease (use)
agreement for the
maritime domain *

Forestry,
Agriculture and
Water
Management
PEMDM
Ministry of Ecology, Lease (use)
Spatial Planning
agreement for the
and Urbanism
maritime domain *
PEMDM
Ministry of
Defence
Ministry of Ecology,
Spatial Planning
and Urbanism
Agency for Nature
and
Environmental
Protection
PEMDM
(manager)*
Ministry of
Education,
Science, Culture
and Sports
Directorate for the
Protection of
Cultural Heritage

Compliance with project
documentation and permits

Protection act, special
conditions, protection regimes
Management plan *

Protection regimes
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1.3 Specificities of the use of the marine
area in Montenegro
As long as there are no strong pressures for different uses

conditions characteristic of port areas (narrow manoeuvring

of the marine area, the number of potential interested

area, limited waterway width, various installations on the

users remains limited, and there is no distinct competition

shore and on the seabed need to be taken into account

and conflicts between users, the issues related to granting

when navigating and anchoring). On the other hand, it is a

rights to new users can be addressed incrementally,

deep-water natural bay, suitable for all types of boats. The

sectorally, on a case-by-case basis. The issues of protecting

bay contains two ports for international maritime traffic

the marine environment are also addressed, from one

(Kotor and Herceg Novi), Bijela shipyard, large marinas in

project to another, primarily taking into account the direct

Tivat and Kumbor and a number of other nautical tourism

impacts that each new user has on a narrow location,

ports, an oil and petroleum products storage warehouse

without taking into account broad-scale cumulative

in Lipac, a kerosene unloading berth in Bonići and a large

impacts, zones of increased vulnerability and/or

number of small docks and moorings (commercial berths)

accumulated high loads on the marine environment. In

used for mooring small tourist, recreational and fishing

terms of development, by increasing the intensity of uses

vessels. The coastal traffic between these ports and docks

of the sea and the number of users, use-based conflicts,

is intense and varied. Given the natural conditions, the

i.e. an unbalanced share of different types of use (uses of

Boka Kotorska Bay as an enclosed bay with difficult or

the sea) that does not take into account the development

slow water exchange has a reduced assimilative capacity

or social economic needs will occur sooner or later. From

for all types of pollution. Consequently, this also means

a protection perspective, such practices will gradually give

that it will be more vulnerable to increasing pressures on

rise to the high levels of pollution or degradation of

the marine and overall environment. In the Kotor-Risan

marine environment (in terms of parameters of good

Bay, stricter protective aspirations and criteria have been

environmental status of the marine environment). Of

introduced in this natural and cultural landmark, singled

course, these problems do not occur simultaneously

out for its outstanding values. Due to its natural, historical

across the entire marine area. Areas with higher use

and cultural heritage, the Kotor area has been on the

intensities both at sea and on land (coast), or areas that

UNESCO World Heritage List since 1979.

are vulnerable due to natural and/or created conditions
are usually the first ones affected. In order to make the
elaboration of the first generation of the marine spatial
plan more rational, it is worth considering more selective
analytical methods to put more emphasis or provide more
detailed analysis of critical areas subject to higher use
intensities or vulnerability, as early as in the analytical
phase of the planning process. In case of Montenegro, the
Boka Kotorska Bay area complies with both groups of
criteria – those related to development and protection.

In contrast to the Boka Kotorska Bay, coastal waters
stretching from the Boka Kotorska Bay to the mouth of the
Bojana River is more directly exposed to weather conditions,
especially waves from the open sea in the southern
Adriatic. Due to their exposure, building coastal
infrastructure, especially port and nautical infrastructure,
is difficult and expensive. Likewise, more intense wave
action, in combination with sea currents and the average
sea level rise caused by climate change, increase coastal
erosion and, among other things, make it difficult to

Taking into account the previously discussed criteria as

maintain beach levees (natural and built) and coastal

well as the physical and geographical characteristics of

infrastructure. The effects of these natural processes can

the coastal area of Montenegro, the coastal sea can be

be further exacerbated by anthropogenic impacts, which

divided into two significantly different marine and

commonly include construction at inappropriate locations

navigable areas: the Boka Kotorska Bay and the open sea,

and in an inappropriate way (interception of natural

from Cape Oštro to the border with Albania at the mouth

nourishment flows by using terrigenous material).

of the Bojana River. The Boka Kotorska Bay is a large

Considering the conditions for maritime navigation, the

natural harbour. Navigation in this area takes place in

open sea area, given its vastness, depths and relatively few
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islands, cliffs and shallow water areas, is less constraining

the intensity of use is much lower and there are currently

for navigation. However, the openness of the area,

only two submarine infrastructure cables. This area is

exposure to winds and waves can at the same time pose a

mostly used for the disposal of predominantly military

threat to ships, especially small vessels, which are mainly

waste, and it is considered suitable for this kind of waste

used in coastal navigation. Climate change has increased

disposal. For the most part, this marine spatial unit also

the risk and intensity of extreme weather events and

contains hydrocarbon exploration and production blocks.

short-term storm surges, especially in summer, when they

This exploration area can be considered as a preparatory

pose an additional threat to recreational nautical vessels.

phase for the possible exploitation of hydrocarbons. In

These climate change impacts are particularly pronounced

case of actual exploitation, this type of use requires setting

on the shoreline that faces the open sea.

up temporary fixed plants and installations, in accordance

Along the Boka Kotorska Bay and the coastal sea beyond
the bay, the third spatial unit is the offshore marine area.
This spatial unit covers the rest of the marine area,
approximately beyond the 12 nm limit from the shore or
outside Montenegrin territorial sea6. In this spatial unit,

with the concession acts, whereby, of course, the marine
area used for this purpose must be much smaller than the
exploration zone. Figure 1.1 shows a visual representation,
whereas the figures related to the share and types of uses
of the epicontinental shelf area, territorial and internal
waters are shown in Table 1.2.

Table 1.2. Share and types of uses
Sea surface area km2

Hydrocarbon
exploration area km2

Share %

Waste disposal
zone km2

Share %

Epi-continental shelf

3,869.12

1,761.85

45.5

50.48

1.3

Territorial waters

2,078.90

1,364.14

65.6

15.12

0.7

387.98

40.10

10.3

0

0.0

6,336.01

3,166.09

50.0

65.60

1.0

Internal waters
Total

It has already been emphasized that the highest

Due to the concentration of maritime activities along the

concentration of activities at sea is found in the narrow belt

coast, there is a direct interaction with land use functions,

along the coast or within the boundaries of the internal

which makes them functionally or logistically connected.

waters. Consequently, the marine area uses are closely

Another characteristic of the use of the sea is the

related to the development of settlements on land, including

fragmentation of the marine use spatial units (zones).

stand-alone construction areas outside the settlements

Given the absolute dominance of coastal tourism, the

used for residential purposes (second home) and

coastal facilities, as well as those in the coastal marine

commercial tourism. This specifically applies to the Boka

area are predominantly used for tourism. Some of these

Kotorska Bay because of the predominantly steep coasts,

facilities are spatially clearly defined (e.g. beaches and

which did not favour development further away from the

bathing areas, nautical tourism coastal infrastructure) and

coast. The scale/density of activities and functions on land

the others are more flexible and use marine coastal area

using the coastal sea is lower on the high seas given its

accordingly, posing a challenge in terms of navigation

limited accessibility and exposure to weather conditions

safety. This applies in particular to small nautical tourism

at sea, especially waves.

vessels and daytime water sport and recreational activities
(different types of recreational vessels intended for daytime
use).

6

It has very little to do with strictly or formally set boundaries, this is an attempt to divide the marine area into zones, primarily guided by functional
classification, i.e. the density and intensity of the existing and planned use.
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There are several key strategic issues related to marine

in the adopted sectoral and spatial planning documents as

spatial planning specific to Montenegro. The first issue is

well as less formal ones, through participatory process). An

related to the alignment of development pressures on the

important spatial planning tool that should be used in

Boka Kotorska Bay with its physical, ecological and

analysing the spatial needs of specific maritime (and

sociocultural reception capacities. In this area, the Kotor-

associated land) activities is the observation of smaller

Risan Bay is a special challenge as an extremely valuable

coastal spatial units. At the level of these units, record-

natural, cultural and historical area included in the UNESCO

keeping and, where possible, quantitative balance analysis

list that is at the same time exposed to urbanisation

of the current situation and future needs must be carried out.

pressures, especially second home owners and real estate

This would help identify possible deficits and imbalances on

industry, and pressures at sea and on land that come from

the basis of which the appropriate forms of use of the marine

cruise tourism industry. As for cruise tourism, the issue of

environment should be prioritised in a given spatial unit,

the existence and possible evaluation of alternative

provided that it is justified. This analytical tool is particularly

options for cruise ship docking and transfer of passengers

important for areas with many overlapping developmental

to land has been highlighted.

interests involved, which need to be resolved through the

Another strategic issue is the compatibility of the planned

spatial planning process.

use of hydrocarbons in the area close to the Montenegrin

Given the importance of coastal tourism in the economy of

coastal area, where coastal tourism makes up a large share

coastal areas and the whole of Montenegro, as well as the

of Montenegro's GDP. In order to make informed decisions

fact that many interested parties expressed their interest

on the level of risk to coastal tourism and, consequently, the

in new tourism and real estate projects on the coast,

entire Montenegrin economy, it is necessary to evaluate the

understanding the state of the new small-scale tourist

latest findings regarding the exploration wells and the

functional spatial units is particularly important. As for the

economic potential of hydrocarbon exploitation, along with

selection of spatial units for the quantitative balance analysis

appropriate detailed assessments of possible environmental

of tourism development indicators, it is proposed to divide

impacts. For this type of uses of the sea or submarine area,

the coastal area into 16 units, given that this method was

and given the intensity of possible environmental

used in previous similar studies (see Figure 1.1). Depending

impacts, their cross-border implications must be taken

on the available data, the existing administrative territorial

into consideration.

division into municipalities is planned to be used.

The third important issue is related to the marine
protected areas for which a preliminarily proposal has
been made in three locations, out of which Platamuni
Nature Park has been recently formally designated. Besides
their importance for the preservation of marine biodiversity,
this part of the coast can also be seen in the light of
preservation from intensive urbanisation and unacceptable
maritime activities, both on land and at sea. Along the same
lines, these areas have become attractive for controlled visits
by tourists and other visitors, especially when they are
equipped with the appropriate interpretation infrastructure,
which makes them an important part of the tourism offer.
As for more detailed planning of the coastal marine area, it
has already been emphasized that it cannot be observed
separately from coastal spatial planning. In defining the
coastal waters use, the starting point should be inherited
rights of use, along with the expressed interest and requests
of the maritime sectors (through formal channels, expressed

Figure 1.1. Spatial units to be used in tourist reception capacity analysis
and quantitative balance analysis of tourism development indicators
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1.4 Key maritime activities
– A detailed analysis
Given their representation and economic importance, this

Mooring shall mean a shore facility or anchor buoy to

report will address the following maritime activities in

which a vessel is safely moored, uses of the mooring

more detail:

facility include community and/or commercial use.

1. Maritime transport, including maritime navigation and
the port system;
2. Fisheries and mariculture;
3. Coastal tourism, bathing areas and beaches and water
sports and recreational activities.

Passenger ship shall mean a ship carrying more than 12
passengers.
Pier shall mean a part of the operational coast in a
harbour or a part of the coast which by its nature or
purpose is used for berthing and departure of vessels as a

For each of these groups of maritime activities, definitions

part of maritime transport (piers are nautical tourism

will be provided, based on the relevant applicable

facilities which are wholly or partly intended and adapted

regulations in Montenegro.

to meet the primary navigation needs of nautical tourism

1.4.1

Maritime navigation and port system

Definitions
Anchorage shall mean an equipped and designated
location at sea suitable for anchoring a vessel.

vessels (reception, berthing and supply), as well as other
basic accommodation and service needs of nautical
tourists (vessel inspection and minor repairs), uses of the
pier include community and/or commercial use.
Place of refuge shall mean a place providing temporary
shelter for a vessel in distress or a vessel in need of

Boat shall mean a vessel intended for navigation at sea

assistance to remove possible danger for the craft itself, its

which is neither a ship nor a yacht, more than 2.5 m in

crew, passengers and other persons or the environment.

length or propelled by the engine with the power of more
than 3.5 kW, including a water scooter, a jet ski, etc. other
than lifeboats on board vessels and boats intended for
sport competitions (canoes, kayaks, gondolas and pedal
boats, windsurf and surf boards) not capable of sustaining
longer stays at sea.
Cargo ship shall mean a ship intended for transporting
cargo, with or without engine propulsion.
Fishing vessel shall mean an engine-powered vessel
intended for and equipped with gear for catching fish and
other marine organisms, whose length exceeds 12 m and
with tonnage exceeding 15 GT.
Floating facility shall mean a permanent fixture on the
sea, not intended for navigation (a floating dock, a floating
storage unit, a floating restaurant, a floating power plant,
a pontoon bridge, a pontoon marina etc.).
Inland maritime transport shall mean any movement of
passengers and/or goods in Montenegrin internal waters
and territorial sea on Montenegrin vessels.
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Pleasure boat shall mean a vessel intended for
navigation at sea of between 7 and 12 m in length and less
than 15 GT, with the propulsion power under 75 kW and
capable of sustaining longer stays at sea.
Prohibited anchorage area shall mean parts of the sea
and submarine areas with submarine cables or pipelines,
protected flora species as well as places where anchoring
would pose a risk to navigational safety.
Public transport shall mean the carriage of passengers
and their luggage by vessels available to all persons under
equal terms and performed on the basis of contract on
carriage.
Ship shall mean a vessel intended for navigation at sea
(passenger, cargo, technical, fishing, public or research),
exceeding 12 meters in length and the GT of 15 tons, other
than a warship.
Traffic separation scheme shall mean a maritime trafficmanagement route-system, separating traffic moving in
opposite direction by using the appropriate traffic safety

Significance, characteristics, spatial needs and interactions between maritime activities in Montenegro

facilities, such as traffic separation schemes shown on

from cruise ships approached the 650,000 mark. In the last

nautical charts for the relevant area.

few years, the port of Bar has also started to position itself

Waterway in Montenegrin internal and territorial waters
shall mean a marine strip of sufficient depth and width for
safe navigation of a vessel, marked as need be.
Yacht shall mean a sailing or power vessel, which may
have more than one hull, intended and equipped for
longer stay at sea, for leisure, sport and recreation,
exceeding 7 m in length and intended for personal use or
business activities.

The economic importance of the activity

as a cruise ship pier, with the number of cruise ships rising
from 7 in 2016 to 27 in 2019, while the number of passengers
reached 26,000 (MORT data, February 2020).
The capacity utilisation level of major cargo ports has
varied considerably over the past decade. In case of the
Port of Bar, the lowest transhipment volume of 770,000
tons was recorded in 2009, accounting for only 15% of the
projected capacity. In 2017, the capacity utilisation level
reached 63%. Fluctuations in the volumes of transhipment
and the capacity utilisation levels were less pronounced in
the Port of Adria, in the period 2010–2017, there were about

The current importance of Montenegrin maritime industry

400 to almost 800 thousand tons per year transhipped in

and its contribution to the national economy is only a

this seaport, which means that Adria operated with a

small part of its potential and is far below the growth it

capacity of about 15–30%.

once enjoyed. According to the data from the SPSP CA
(2018), for example, the share of shipping in the GDP in
Montenegro was 24% in 1980, while its current contribution,
due to the modest capacity of the fleet and low

The plans for the development of the maritime economy
outlined in the new Strategy for the Development draft are
ambitious and foresee (by 2030 compared to 2018):

employment rates in the sector (according to the existing

1. Twice as much volume of transhipment in the main

data) remains extremely low. In recent years, Montenegrin

cargo ports (Port of Bar and Port of Adria) to about 3.14

cargo handling ports have used (on average) only about

million tons;

one third of their capacities, while shipbuilding and ship
repair segment activities have grounded to a halt. In terms
of employment, shipping, ports and shipbuilding generate
hundreds of jobs, which is an extremely low considering
their growth in the 1980s and maritime tradition in the
region. While data for Montenegro may not be precise,
available analyses (e.g. analysis for the Strategy for the
Development of Maritime Economy) have shown that the
overall contribution of the maritime economy to
Montenegrin GDP and employment is significantly below
those in other Mediterranean countries.
In the last ten years, there has been a significant decline in
sea passenger traffic, so in 2017 the number of passengers
travelling through three leading ports in Montenegro was
slightly below 23,000. Compared with a decade ago, there
has been a decline in the number of passenger ships at the
Port of Bar and has been reduced by more than 3 times. At
the same time, the number of cruise ships has more than
doubled in the Port of Kotor, while in the last 5 years the
number of visitors from cruise trips has been around half
a million a year. According to preliminary Office for National
Statistics (Monstat) data for 2019, the number of visitors

2. Increase in the number of containers transhipped in
Montenegrin ports by about 2.4 times;
3. Increase in gross tonnage of the Montenegrin merchant
navy to 450,000 GT (from about 100,000 GT);
4. Increase in the number of active business entities in
the field of blue economy from 488 to 750;
5. Twice as many nautical ports (from 5 to 10) and the
number of vignettes issued (from 5,076 to 10,000);
6. Twice as many shipbuilding ports and harbours
intended for the construction and overhaul of yachts
and mega-yachts (from 2 to 4).

Legal framework and competent authorities for the
regulation of maritime navigation and port system
The most important regulations governing maritime
navigation and port system, which are, inter alia, applied
or taken into account in marine spatial planning, are:
1. The Law on the Sea governs the marine and submarine
areas of Montenegro, listed as follows: internal sea
waters (according to this Law, internal sea waters are
also considered waters of Lake Skadar, Crnojević and
Bojana Rivers to the limits of navigability, however,
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these areas have not been included in the scope of the

regulating recreational activities at sea, see the chapter on

GEF Adriatic project as subject to marine spatial

sea-based leisure activities that are part of coastal tourism.

planning), territorial sea, exclusive economic zone,
continental shelf, prohibition of entry, stopping a ship
and persecution. In a comprehensive way, it governs
all uses of the sea, exploitation, protection, preservation
and improvement of the quality of the sea, seabed and
submarine areas and ensures that the global legal
order has been established in this area.
2. Maritime Navigation Safety Law governs in further detail
the conditions for maritime facilities, crew and vessels
navigating in Montenegrin internal waters and territorial
sea within the meaning of maritime navigation safety
and other issues ensuring maritime navigation safety.
3. The Law on Ports governs legal status, division of ports
and their management tasks, fees and charges,
concessions, duties and responsibilities, inspection as
well as other major issues that are important for ports

Maritime traffic supervision, monitoring and management
shall be conducted by the Administration Authority via the
Maritime Operations Centre in cooperation with the Port
Authority, the administration authority in charge of
hydrography and the vessels navigating or being located
in Montenegrin internal and territorial waters. Supervision
over the maritime facilities of Montenegro, foreign boats
and their crews in the internal waters and territorial sea,
including ports, anchorages and other facilities of the
coastal infrastructure of Montenegro shall be carried out
by marine safety inspectors.
With the adoption of the Law on Ports, the reform in port
activity started, only to divide ports by importance. The
ports are divided into ports of national importance and
ports of local importance. The Government's decision on

in Montenegro. In accordance with the applicable

ranking the ports by their importance has established:

legal arrangement, ports of national importance are



ports of national importance: Commercial Port of Bar,

managed by the administrative authority responsible

Nautical Tourism Port − Marina Bar, Commercial Port

for ports (Administration for Maritime Safety and Port

of Kotor and Shipyard Port of Bijela;

Management) and ports of local importance are
managed by the legal entity competent for the maritime



ports of local importance: Port of Budva, Shipyard Port
of Bonići – Tivat, Port of Tivat – Porto Montenegro, Port

domain area (Public Enterprise for Coastal Zone

of Tivat – Kaliman, Nautical Tourist Centre – Kotor, Port

Management of Montenegro).

of Risan, Port of Zelenika, Port of Herceg Novi – City

In addition to the general conditions, Maritime Navigation

Port Škver, Luštica Bay, Port of Kumbor – Portonovi.

Safety Law prescribes more detailed conditions related to

In addition to the division of ports by their importance, the

specific marine areas. Thus, it is stipulated that the maximum
speed allowed for navigation must not exceed:

Law on Ports also divided ports according to the type of
maritime traffic and according to their use. According to

1. ten knots in the Boka Kotorska Bay;

the type of maritime traffic, ports are divided into: ports

2. six knots:

open to international and domestic traffic and ports open



in the Strait of Kumbor;

exclusively to domestic traffic. The Government's decision



in the Strait of Verige; and

on ranking the ports by the type of maritime transport has



on the Bojana River.

established:

By way of exception, vessels up to 24 meters can sail at up



Kotor, Port of Kumbor − Portonovi, Tivat (Pier I and

to four knots above the safe speed limit.
In order to ensure space at sea for sports, recreation and
leisure, Maritime Navigation Safety Law sets forth that that
sports competitions and events (e.g. sailing or underwater
fishing) may take place in a specific part of the waterway,

ports for international maritime transport: Bar, Budva,
Pier II) and Zelenika;



ports for inland maritime transport: Bar, Budva, Kotor,
Port Kumbor − Portonovi, Luštica Bay, Tivat (Pier I and
Pier II), Bonići – Tivat and Zelenika.

depending on the intensity of maritime traffic, based on

According to the purpose, ports are divided based on the

the approval of the competent administrative authority.

Decision on ranking the ports by their purpose into the

For more details about the ways and conditions of

following categories:
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commercial ports: Commercial Port of Bar and

fundamental form of navigation regulation at sea related

Commercial Port of Kotor, Croatia;

to the right of approach should also be mentioned.

nautical tourism ports − marinas: Port of Budva, Luštica

According to Maritime Navigation Safety Law, while sailing

Bay, Port of Tivat – Porto Montenegro, Nautical Tourism


in Montenegrin internal and territorial waters, vessels are

Port – Marina Bar and Port of Kumbor – Portonovi; and

not allowed to approach shores closer than:

shipbuilding ports: Shipyard Port of Bijela and Shipyard

1. 300 m for ships, yachts and sea planes;

Port of Bonići – Tivat.

2. 150 for motor boats and fishing vessels.

The construction and reconstruction of port infrastructure

By way of exception, engine powered vessels may

and supra-infrastructure facilities shall be carried out

approach the shore more to enter port or anchorage area

according to the regulations governing the spatial planning

or to berth along the shore. By the same law, jet watercraft

and development and the construction of facilities.

is prohibited at distances closer than 200 m from the

The Port Authority and the Maritime Safety Administration

shore.

are defined as administrative bodies within the Ministry of

There are different criteria for the division of waterways.

Transport and Maritime Affairs, while the Port Authority of

The most significant one is the geographical criterion on

Kotor and the Port Authority of Bar are organizational

the basis of which they are divided into overseas (external),

units of the Ministry of Transport and Maritime Affairs, and

coastal and port waterways (access waterways).

exercise their tasks within the Maritime Transport
Directorate.

The East-Adriatic outer longitudinal waterway leads from
the Strait of Otranto along the eastern Adriatic coast to its

Spatial needs and requirements of the sector

northernmost ports. The waterway connects the ports of

Waterways

northern Adriatic and with Albanian and Greek ports. It

A waterway in Montenegrin internal and territorial waters
shall mean a marine strip of sufficient depth and width for
safe navigation of a vessel, marked as need be. When
navigating in the internal waters and territorial sea of
Montenegro, each vessel shall act in accordance with the
Maritime Navigation Safety Law, in a way that it shall avoid
collisions at sea, as well as comply with international rules
on navigation safety (obligation to apply the rules on
avoiding collisions at sea, in particular rules 9 and 18 of
COLREG). Generally, as a sector, maritime transport is
particularly vulnerable to international unification aimed
at achieving legal certainty, i.e. the smooth running of
maritime navigation.
The defined waterway is established as a consequence of
the necessity to govern navigation in areas of increased
maritime traffic and to avoid certain areas where different
activities take place at sea, in order to increase the
navigation safety. As confirmed by research and practice,
the most favourable and safest meteorological and
hydrographic route could be considered the regular
waterway. Before elaborating the methods, criteria and
conditions for determining waterways in more detail, the

the Montenegrin littoral with the ports of the middle and
stretches along the coast at a distance of 10-20 km, which
is the distance that allows reliable use of facilities for safe
navigation by using visual signals and the limit of relative
place of refuge near a coast. This shipping route can be
used by ocean-going vessels, tankers and fishing vessels
as well as smaller ships on local lines, small cruise ships
and yachts or primarily ships in transit. The waterway in
the coastal waters of Montenegro extends to a limit of 12
nautical miles, does not have a prescribed route and can
be considered as the regular waterway, which has been
confirmed by practice as the navigational, meteorological
and hydrographic best choice, also in terms of cost
efficiency and safety. As previously mentioned, this route
follows the most protruding points of the coast at a
distance of 10-20 km (sometimes less than 10 km) and a
width of 2-4 km with possible variations depending on the
position of the starting or target ports. Its representation
and geometry in the GIS database serve as an orientation.
It is intersected by transverse roads between Montenegrin
and Italian ports (Bar – Bari, Bar – Ancona, Kotor – Bari) as
well as waterways parting from the central navigation
route by the open sea of the Adriatic and access roads
from the direction of the Strait of Otranto towards
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Montenegrin ports. This central waterway is relatively close

In contrast to the coast towards the open sea, in the Boka

to the Italian coast, which is the shortest route from the

Kotorska Bay, the analysis of the waterways and the

Strait of Otranto to the North Adriatic ports and is outside

geometric representation of the route serves as the most

the territorial sea of Montenegro. It is also part of the so-

important part of the assessment of navigation safety and

called “Motorways of the Sea” for Southeast Europe

navigation for all ships. Waterway dimensions, turning,

(connecting the Adriatic Sea with the Ionian Sea and the

manoeuvring and anchorage areas are determined

Eastern Mediterranean), and is one of the 4 most important

according to the characteristics of the largest cruise ships

European navigation corridors.

sailing into the bay all the way to the Port of Kotor and

The local longshore waterway extends along the
Montenegrin coast or within the boundary of the internal
and territorial sea. Its route follows the coast or its most
protruding points at a minimum distance of 300 m,

according to the largest yachts in the marina. Waterway
analyses were conducted using a navigation simulator7 and
a cruise ship of 338.6 m in length and 38.6 m in width with
a maximum draught of 8.5 m was taken as the reference ship.

avoiding the anchorages of the Port of Bar. This waterway

The waterway is simulated with a width of 280 m and two-

is 400 m wide. This navigation route is mostly taken by

way navigation in the entire bay for ships of this size,

vessels in domestic maritime traffic and by ships, boats

except while passing through the Strait of Verige when

and yachts, especially in the peak season. Generally, it is

one-way navigation was observed, and the total considered

not used by ships in transit, or it is only used if they are sailing

waterway width was 140 m. The depths in the entire bay

towards the port of destination, offshore installations or in

throughout the waterways are about 40 m.

the event of imminent danger. This waterway's length,
extending from the southeastern border of the Montenegrin
territorial sea to the entrance to the Boka Kotorska Bay, is
93 km.

Based on simulation and analysis of maritime traffic
density, waterway width of straight and curved sections,
safe waterway depth, knowledge of the manoeuvring
properties for the reference vessel and taking into account

The total length of the waterway in the coastal zone of

the safety reserve, the following solutions are proposed:

Montenegro is 66 Nm, i.e. 122.2 km, which is the distance

1. Establish the main waterway from the entrance to

between the end ports on this itinerary, from Sv. Nikola
(Bojana River estuary) to Kotor. Out of the total length, 50
Nm (92.6 km) accounts for the open sea, while the
waterway in the Boka Kotorska Bay is 16 Nm (29.6 km) long.
The Boka Kotorska Bay is a large natural harbour. Navigation
in this area takes place in conditions characteristic of port
areas (narrow manoeuvring area, limited waterway width,
various installations on the shore and on the seabed need
to be taken into account when navigating and anchoring).
Traffic separation scheme and waterway systems have
not been formally prescribed for the Boka Kotorska Bay.
However, navigation in the bay has been governed

Boka Kotorska to the Port of Kotor. The direct entrance
between Cape Oštro and the island of Mamula should
be preserved for maritime transport, taking into account
the navigation distances from the mainland, prescribed
for the navigation of certain types of vessels. From the
entrance to Boka Kotorska, the required waterway
width should be determined in such a way that the
recommended width of the entrance is 1200 m, which
is further narrowed to 400 m. Considering the width
and depth of the waterway and the manoeuvring
characteristics of the ship in question:


at the entrance to the Boka Kotorska Bay, two-way

primarily by the limitation of the navigation speed to a

maritime traffic is possible, as well as overtaking

maximum of 10 knots, and in the Strait of Kumbor and the

and bypassing even for the largest ships sailing into

Strait of Verige, the maximum safe speed is 6 knots, with

this aquatorium;

the exception of vessels up to 24 m that are allowed to sail
up to 4 knots faster.



in the Strait of Kumbor, two-way maritime traffic is
possible, as well as overtaking and bypassing, even
for the largest ships sailing into this aquatorium;

7

Polaris, made by Kongsberg
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in the Strait of Verige, it is not possible to allow twoway maritime traffic, overtaking and bypassing for
the largest ships sailing into this aquatorium. Twoway maritime traffic, overtaking and bypassing is
possible for other considered vessels.

2. Establish a waterway with a minimum width of 400 m
from the entrance to the Boka Kotorska Bay to the port
of Kotor, which enables two-way navigation for the
largest ships in all navigation conditions except in the
Strait of Verige, where due to specific configuration,
the minimum width is 140 m, which corresponds to the
safe navigation requirements in the unidirectional
mode for the analysed ship.
3. Establish access waterways that branch from the main
waterway towards ports and marinas with a minimum
width of 140 m:


entrance to the bay – Herceg Novi;



entrance to the bay – Zelenika;



Kumbor’s Strait – Porto Montenegro;



the Strait of Verige – Risan;



the Strait of Verige – Morinj.

4. Establish the areas of increased caution with a minimum
150 m radius at the boundaries of the access waterways.
5. Kumbor’s Strait and the Strait of Verige are intended
exclusively for safe navigation traffic of all types of
vessels and these passages should not be put at risk by
organising other activities in the area. While sailing a
large ship (reference ship), maritime traffic in the Strait
of Verige is stopped/monitored. In terms of navigation
safety in narrow sea passages, the collision avoidance
rules shall apply, with the exception of rule 9.
6. Pilotage is mandatory for ships larger than 500 GT and
yachts larger than 1000 GT.
7. Although this aquatorium does not specifically require
complying with traffic separation scheme, vessels
sailing from or arriving to the marina should also
comply with the following rules (part of rule 10 of
COLREG):


a vessel joining or leaving the lane shall do so at as
small an angle to the general direction of traffic
flow as practicable;



a vessel must, so far as practicable, avoid crossing
traffic lanes but if obliged to do so shall cross on a
heading as nearly as practicable at right angles to
the general direction of traffic flow.
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Legend
Settlement areas
Existing built-up areas
Tourist zones
Boka Kotorska and longshore
waterways
Overseas (external) waterway
Anchorage ban zones
Transport infrastructure
Municipal boundaries

Figure 1.2. Zoning options in the marine area used for maritime navigation (recommended waterways) in the open sea and in the Boka Kotorska Bay
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Port system
One of the strategic goals in developing Montenegro's

used for mooring smaller navigational units – boats with a

port system is to position the commercial port of Bar as a

maximum draught of 4.00 m as well as mega yachts during

port of regional importance. In addition to strengthening

the period of free circulation and ferries at the aft berth.

the connectivity of the Port of Bar, it is planned to expand

The operational coast offers quality conditions for the

or build new piers as well as to renovate the existing port

reception of ships of about 250 meters in length,

infrastructure. The increase in the capacity of the Port will

depending on its draught. In the port of Kotor, the plan is

enable the construction and development of a new port

to adapt, reconstruct, build and equip the port so that it

aquatorium from the existing main jetty to the top of the

becomes a commercial port open to international traffic

Volujica hill, which consists of the following facilities: a

that would focus on the tourist-passenger segment. Also,

new jetty at the top of the Volujica Cape that has a length

it is planned to increase the capacity of incoming ships at

of 1,665 m and a jetty that has a length of 330 m; a new

the berth in the port of Kotor and to secure cruise ships at

pier that comes with an operational shore stretching

anchorages, by installing temporary mooring buoys. This

along 1,500 m, which is obtained by reconstructing and

would significantly improve the safety and security of

upgrading the existing main jetty with six berths; two new

berthing, especially in difficult weather conditions. The

piers that have a length of 600 m and a width of 100 m,

systematic improvement of the marine part in the

with a total of 14 berths. In the basin, there is a ship

southeastern part of the Kotor port aquatorium also

turntable mechanism with a radius of 500 m. According to

includes the improvement of anchorage, mooring, energy

these plans, the spatial needs for the development of the

and water supply systems, as well as access bridges that

port are expected to increase in terms of construction of

have a built-in access control system. Modernised marine

new jetties and expansion of the port's aquatorium to the

infrastructure will help improve the berth booking and

west, which will also require the prepositioning of the

payment system.

southern anchorage in the Port of Bar. Further development
of the Port of Bar should enable additional 5 million tons
in annual transhipment of goods, which would help
achieve the total utilisation capacities of the Port of Bar of
12 million tons determined by the Spatial Plan of
Montenegro. The Montenegrin SPSPCA also recognised the
Port of Bar as the main intermodal terminal in the coastal
area of Montenegro in which truck terminals, Ro-Ro
terminals, container terminals and other port infrastructure
have been planned.

The port of Zelenika is a commercial port open to
international maritime traffic. Accordingly, it serves as a
border crossing point where foreign nautical vessels
(pleasure boats) go through the border control as they
enter the territorial waters of Montenegro. The great
depths at the entrance to the port and in the port
aquatorium and obstacle-free navigation allow a smooth
and safe navigation in the port area. The port of Zelenika
still does not meet all the standards stipulated by
regulations as necessary for passenger traffic, but there is

Based on the above, the Port of Bar continues to grow and

certainly enough room for adequate valorisation of this

develop as the main international cargo port in

port and its opening for the marine traffic as an alternative

Montenegro. Depending on the transport and distribution

to Kotor.

requirements and economic possibilities, goods and
transport centres can be built in Zelenica and Lipci.
The Port of Kotor is segmented into two basic units: the
port and the marina parts. The operational zone of the
port of Kotor aquatorium covers a total area of 52,000 m2.
The operational coast intended for mooring of ships and
mega yachts can offer berths I and II. Berth III on the north
of the operational coast (approximately 76 m2 in length) is
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Table 1.3. Ports of national and local importance, the aquatorium areas of ports and anchorages according to the existing status and expressed needs
(surface area according to the boundaries listed in the GIS database based on the available documentation)
Port

Intended use

Relevance

Port of Bar

Commercial

National

95.0

Port of Bar planned part

Commercial

National

75.1

Marina Bar

Marina

Port of Kotor

Commercial

National

6.1

Port of Kotor marina part

Marina

National

2.5

Shipyard Port of Bijela

Shipbuilding

National

29.4

Port of Tivat Port of Montenegro

Marina

Local

61.0

Budva Port

Marina

Local

10.5

Marina Lustica

Marina

Local

4.6

Marina Kumbor

Marina

Local

6.9

Bonici Shipyard Port

Shipbuilding

Local

1.5

Port of Tivat Kalimanj

Marina

Local

1.9

Local

2.2

Local

3.5

56.3

Local

1.7

49.1

Local

4.8

Port of Herceg Novi Škver
Port of Zelenika

Commercial

Port of Risan planned
NTC Kotor planned

Marina

Aquatorium
surface area ha

Anchorage
surface area ha

169.6
369.0

9.5
19.4
51.2
248.4
262.4
9.0

According to the vision for the development of the

vessels in Montenegro, will choose Montenegrin marinas,

maritime economy of the shipyard ports in Montenegro,

which would in turn have a positive effect on the

they are recognized throughout the Mediterranean as

Montenegrin economy, especially if the goal of

ports that primarily provide construction and repair

Montenegro becoming the centre of activities related to

services for yachts and mega yachts according to the

the mega yachts management activities could be achieved

highest standards, and serve as a reliable support for

at the same time. The Shipyard Port Bonići − Tivat provides

growing nautical tourism (Spatial Plan strategy). In

shipbuilding and ship repair activities, focusing primarily

accordance with the Decision on the designation of ports

on the construction and repair of smaller vessels, patrol

according to their intended use, there are two shipyard

and transport boats and yachts. The existing shipyard

ports: Shipyard Port of Bijela and Shipyard Port Bonići −

aquatorium is deemed satisfactory and their expansion or

Tivat. The Shipyard Port of Bijela, earlier known as AD

correction of their coverage is therefore not needed.

„Jadransko brodogradilište“ Bijela, was the largest ship
repair shipyard in the southern Adriatic and has been
active since 1927. The Decision of the Government of
Montenegro from 2018 granted a 30-year concession for
the economic use of the Shipyard Port of Bijela to a
company whose focus will be put on (mega) yachts
maintenance and repair services. In this way, a higher
berth occupancy across Montenegrin marinas would be
achieved, because it is safe to expect that yacht owners,
when conditions are met for the maintenance of their
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In relation to the maritime navigation and port system
sectors, the marine spatial plan must define the zones,
waterways and port and anchorage aquatorium, which
help deliver services in the relevant sectors. Marine spatial
planning does not specify the intensity of the sea use for
specific activities. For example, the proposed maritime
waterways in the Boka Kotorska Bay allow safe navigation
of vessels approximately up to the size of the reference
vessel used in the analyses. The same applies to the port

Significance, characteristics, spatial needs and interactions between maritime activities in Montenegro

of Kotor or its aquatorium and anchorages which can

Other measures aimed at reducing the impact of maritime

safely accommodate such vessels. In its narrow sense, the

traffic on the environment are also affected by reception

marine spatial plan does not, however, define the intensity

capacities. Reduction of environmental impact is achieved

of use or e.g. the number of arrivals. The increased intensity

by using, for example, clean fuels to reduce emissions of

of use may produce impacts exceeding the prescribed or

harmful gases and greenhouse effect or by managing ship-

agreed limit values. If it happens, the intensity of use must

generated waste and waste generated in port facilities

be limited through additional instruments and regulations.

and preparing them for appropriate waste treatment. In

These instruments can, but mostly do not have to be part

this regard, the EU authorities are also making significant

of the marine spatial plan. Analyses of reception capacities

efforts to support investments in new technologies

expressed in e.g. maximum number of arrivals, maximum

through subsidies or tax incentives. They also encourage

number of simultaneous vessels or passengers arrivals are

the port sector to implement measures that can stimulate

usually included in the local management plans that are

the use of eco-friendly, i.e. ‘green’ ships.

developed for individual sectors and/or spatial units
(destinations).

Legend
Settlement areas
Existing built-up areas
Tourist zones
Port aquatorium
Port anchorages
Boka Kotorska and longshore
waterways
Access waterways
Anchorage ban zones
Transport infrastructure
Municipal boundaries

Figure 1.3. Zoning options in the marine area used for maritime navigation (recommended waterways) in the port system
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1.4.2

Fisheries and mariculture

Definitions
Biodiversity (biological diversity) means the variability
among living organisms, including terrestrial, marine and
other aquatic ecosystems and the ecological complexes,
and the diversity within a species, between species and
ecosystems.
Bivalve molluscs (Lamellibranchia class) shall mean
filter-feeding molluscs.
Coastal waters shall mean rivers, waters of a channel, a
bay or an estuary, transitional waters and “coastal waters”
as defined in the United Nations Convention on the Law of
the Sea in 1982.
Ecosystem approach means the comprehensive integrated
management of human activities based on the best
available scientific knowledge about the ecosystem and its
dynamics, in order to identify and take action on influences
which are critical to the health of marine ecosystems,
thereby achieving sustainable use for ecosystem goods
and services and maintenance of ecosystem integrity.
Fisheries sector means the sector of the economy,
including all activities of catching, treatment and marketing
of fish and fish and aquaculture products.
Fisherman’s post for tow nets means an area in the sea
and on the coast where the nets are towed and hauled.
The fishery sea of Montenegro includes marine and
submarine area of internal seawaters, territorial sea and
epicontinental area of Montenegro as defined by the Law
governing the sea. The fishery sea includes also the
exclusive marine economic zones, in accordance with the
law governing the sea.
Fishing gear shall mean the instrument that enables the
use of fishing tools.
Fishing means a group of activities related to management
of living marine resources, including activities related to:


fish species and description;



fishing area;



fishing method;



type of fishing vessel.

Fishing shall mean the activities related to preparation,
identification, catching, treatment and dispatching of fish
caught.
Fishing tools shall mean the instrument used for fishing.
Mariculture means the rearing or cultivation of fish and
other marine organisms in the fishing sea using the
techniques designed to increase the production of the said
organisms beyond the natural capacity of the environment.
Marine ecosystem is a complex structural and functional
unit comprised of non-living and living natural elements,
known as biotope and biocenosis.
Marine environment means the physical, chemical,
geological and biological components, conditions and
factors which interact and determine the productivity,
state, condition and quality of the marine ecosystem, the
seawaters and the airspace above those waters, as well as
the seabed and subsoil thereof.
Place of the first landing of the caught fish and other
marine organisms is the area on the coast, in the port or
harbour which meets the prescribed requirements for
landing of the newly caught fish and other marine organisms.
Protected fishing areas shall mean parts of fishing
waters that are favourable for natural reproduction of fish
and feeding of juveniles, as well as other marine organisms.
Boundaries and marking of protected fishing areas as well
as measures of protection and development shall be set
by the line Ministry, based on the opinion submitted by
the Institute.
Protected maritime domain is the area of the littoral
system, together with its overlying water and associated
flora, fauna, historical and cultural features, protected in
accordance with the law.
Sea grass bed means an area where the seabed is
characterised by the dominant presence of phanerogams,
or where such vegetation has existed and is in need of
restoration action.
Sea grass is a collective term for the species Posidonia
oceanica, Cymodocea nodosa, Zoostera marina and
Zoostera noltii.
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Sustainable exploitation of fish stocks means the

biomass of small pelagic fisheries amounts to 10 to 15

exploitation in such a way that the future exploitation of

thousand tons, while the maximum allowed level is about

the stock will not be jeopardized and that does not have a

3,000 tons per year. Due to lack of monitoring, only a

negative impact on the marine ecosystem.

rough estimate is available concerning the biomass for

Transitional waters shall mean bodies of surface water
in the vicinity of river mouths, which are partly saline in
character as a result of their proximity to coastal waters,
but which are substantially influenced by freshwater flows.

coastal species of fish, crustaceans and cephalopods,
produced by small-scale coastal fisheries. The estimate is
based on long-term statistical data on the trawl catches
and catches of coastal species on the eastern Adriatic
coast , which show that the coastal species biomass could
be about 1,100 tons.

The economic importance of the activity
Despite the long tradition, marine fisheries (generally
speaking) are underdeveloped and coastal-based. Key
activities include net fishing, trawling and small-scale
coastal fishing. Commercial fishing on the high seas has
only been developing more seriously over the last decade
and is mainly done by a bottom trawl.

Sea catch recorded in the period 2009 – 2018 is shown in
table 1.4. Annual catches have increased significantly over
the past two years, exceeding 1,000 tons for the first time
in 2018: 787 t of small pelagic fisheries, 240 t of white fish,
43 t of cephalopods and 50 t of crustaceans (plus 20 t of
other fish). This almost has almost doubled, compared to
the years before 2018, when the average catch was around

Over the past few years, the estimated biomass of benthic

600 t. The biomass of small pelagic fish is dominated by

species (trawling) in Montenegrin waters ranges from

sardines and anchovy (their catch in 2018 amounted to

2,500 to 2,700 tons, while the maximum allowed levels of

304 and 188 t, respectively). Recorded catches are well

their sustainable use (Maximum Sustainable Yield or

below the maximum possible sustainable levels (3,000 t

MMSY) averaged about 600 tons per year. The estimated

for pelagic fish).

Table 1.4. Marine fish, cephalopods and crustaceans catches, 2009–2018
Catches (tons)

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Pelagic fish
White fish
Cephalopods
Crustaceans

199
291
47
21

206
310
61
27

174
273
49
22

245
298
55
25

226
269
44
22

222
299
51
31

245
313
51
28

292
313
50
28

659
185
33
35

787
240
43
50

TOTAL

558

604

518

623

561

603

637

683

912

1,120

Source: MONSTAT

According to Monstat, there were 175 licensed vessels in

means developing infrastructure, i.e. finding a place of the

the marine fisheries sector in 2018, while the total number

first landing, first sale location, finding a berth (moorings)

of crew deployed was 580, most of them was deployed

or a fishing vessels repair centre etc. Documentation is

occasionally. Compared to 2015, these figures show a

being prepared for the construction of a fishing port at the

significant increase of nearly 30% in terms of license

Velika plaža location in Ulcinj (Rt Đerane – Port Milena).

holders and over 70% in terms of the crew involved. The
fisheries and mariculture is to provide logistic support on

Legal framework and competent authorities for the
regulation of marine fisheries

land and further selection and development of the

According to the Law on Marine Fisheries and Mariculture

main challenge for the further development of marine

mariculture sites, by taking account of the multiple
pressures in the Boka Kotorska Bay aquatorium, which
has been identified as very suitable for fish and shellfish
farming. Logistic support on land for marine fisheries

(Official Gazette of Montenegro 56/09 and 47/15) and the
Law on the Sea (Official Gazette of Montenegro 17/07), the
fishery sea of Montenegro covers a part of the coastal sea and
the epicontinental area of Montenegro within boundaries
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of Montenegro. The boundary of the fishery sea in the

isobath of 50 metres, where this depth is reached at a

rivers flowing into the sea shall be considered the

distance shorter than three nautical miles.

boundary line where such water ceases to be stably saline.

The protected fishing areas are parts of fishing waters that

In contrast to the fishery sea, the fishery area of interest for

are good for natural reproduction of fish and feeding of

Montenegro is considerably wider because it starts from

juveniles, as well as other marine organisms. These areas

the mediolittoral zone and extends over the continental

are determined by the Rulebook on determining the

shelf, the continental slope and the plain of the southern

boundary line where water ceases to be stably saline in the

Adriatic basin. Catching and collecting demersal and

rivers flowing into the sea and determining the boundary

pelagic fish requires the coastal zone of the internal

lines in fishery reserves. Sveti Nikola is a geographical

waters and the continental shelf area, which is quite

reference for the boundary line where water ceases to be

narrow, just like in the whole of the southern Adriatic. At

stably saline, considered as the boundary of the fishery

the level of entrance to Boka Kotorska, the limit of the

sea on the Bojana River. The protected fishing areas are:

continental shelf is found at about 9.5 NM, while at the



mouth of Bojana River, it is found about 34 NM from the

to the sea up to Solana, including the Solana Channel

coast. In addition to the shelf area, it is worth considering
catching and collecting demersal fish on a continental
slope, up to a depth of 500 – 600 m, given the shrimp

in the Brdela River, surface area 28.5 ha;




the outer cape at the entrance to the bay of Bjelila,

territorial waters.

Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, Montego Bay,

with an area of 659.9 ha;


the mill of Ćatović and Milinović;

limits of Italian territorial waters. However, if the exclusive


leading to the Luštica peninsula with the length of 700 m;

the shelf located outside the territorial waters, the




Ušće Velikog potoka (Široka rijeka): from the mouth of
the river to the sea, upstream in the length of 1,000 m,

To comply with marine fishing spatial regulation,

on average 13 m wide;

according to the Law on Marine Fisheries and Mariculture,
fishing with the following gear shall be prohibited in the

Ušće Gradiošnice: from the mouth of the river to the
bridge on the main road along the length of 450 m;

extending most likely to the middle line, which passes
approximately along the central line of the basin.

The mouth of the Mrčevska River: from the mouth of
the river to the sea up to the bridge and the new road

internal and territorial waters, as well as the entire area of
continental slope and part of the southern Adriatic basin,

The mouth of the Morinjska River: from the mouth of
the river to the sea upstream in length from 700 m to

1982), the fishing area ends transversally, extending to the
economic zone in the Adriatic is declared, it will include

Uvala Krtole along with Kukuljina Bay, a stretch from
the port of Kaliman on the Our Lady of Mercy Island to

profitable all the way extending to the limits of Italian

According to the present situation, (under the United

“Tivat Saline” (Tivatska Solila): area covered in basins,
with a surface area 50 ha/139.8 ha;

abundance around this area. In contrast to the demersal
fish fishing area, the pelagic fish fishing area is economically

Port Milena Channel: From the mouth of the channel



Mouth of the Sutorina River from the mouth of the river

area of the Boka Kotorska Bay:

to the sea, upstream, to the bridge on the main road

1. bottom trawls;

Herceg Novi – Debeli Brijeg;

2. floating trawls, and
3. encircling large-scale fishing nets.



Mouth of the Škurda River (Škurda 1 and Škurda 2 –
Mala rijeka): from the source to the mouth of the river
to the sea and part of the sea in front of the mouth of

For the purpose of protecting general marine biodiversity

the river to towards the pier, in front of the Faculty of

in shallow zones of the littoral it shall be prohibited to fish

Maritime Studies and the entrance to Muo settlement,

with bottom trawls and floating trawls at the distance of

surface area: 21.4 ha.

three nautical miles following the configuration of the
shore, or at the depth of 50 metres in case that there is an
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Legend
Settlement areas
Existing built-up areas
Tourist zones
Protected fishing areas
Transport infrastructure
Municipal boundaries

Figure 1.4. Protected fishing areas in the Boka Kotorska Bay
In protected fishing areas, it is prohibited to:

cars and fishermen, as well as technical equipment for

1. engage in fishing or attempt to fish;

electronic recording of fishing activities and measurement

2. take or destroy fauna or flora;

of catches.

3. place or exploit sand or gravel, leave or dispose of waste

The terms, restrictions and sequence in fishing in certain

or any other polluting material, or disturb, change or

fishing areas are laid down by the Ordinance on terms,

destroy the environment in any way;

restrictions and sequence in fishing in certain fishing areas.

4. build or place structures on the ground or across water;
5. engage in other activities which may have an adverse
effect on the ecosystem of the protected fishing area.
The Ordinance on Technical Conditions and Places of the
First Landing of Caught Fish and Other Marine Organisms
establishes 46 locations on the Montenegrin coast where
adequate infrastructure must be provided to establish the
places of the first landing of caught fish. A place of the first
landing of the caught fish and other marine organisms is
the area on the coast, in the port or harbour which meets
the prescribed requirements for landing of the newly
caught fish and other marine organisms. These sites need
to provide conditions for safe access for fishing vessels,

The Ordinance on the manner of use, maintenance,
protection, labelling, as well as the length of the coast, and
the name and location of fisherman's post sets forth the
method of use, maintenance, protection, labelling, as well
as the length of the coast, and the name and location of
fisherman's posts in the Boka Kotorska Bay. The
fisherman's post a part of the shore up to 150 m in length,
with gravel and sandy bottom, which is not fenced and
which does not have a dock or a pier, or where a net with
the catch can be towed onto the shore. The fisherman's
post is used exclusively at nights and until 7 a.m. at the
latest. The fisherman's posts may be freely used as
bathing areas in the period between May, 1st to October,
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1st, the fisherman's post is used for fishing exclusively at

increase the production as well as to strengthen

nights, and early in the morning until 7 a.m. at the latest.

competitiveness and efficiency of this sector, while

After the fishing session has finished, holders of the permit

respecting high environmental, animal health and welfare

engaged in commercial small pelagic fishery who use

standards.

specific fisherman’s post must leave the post in the condition
that does not interfere with its use as a bathing area.

In addition to the species currently farmed in Montenegro
(sea bass, sea bream, trout, mussels, oysters), Montenegro

The Government adopts the Mariculture Development

sees the development of aquaculture in production of

Plan, at the proposal of the line Ministry, based on the

other species that have thus far not been recorded on

analysis of sustainable development of mariculture taking

Montenegrin farms, particularly in terms of shellfish

into account notably the biological, typographic,

farming. In doing so, priority shall be given to indigenous

hydromorphological

and locally present species.

and

physical

and

chemical

characteristics of mariculture zones set forth by the
Spatial Plan of the Special Purpose Area for the Maritime
Domain Area and the Special Purpose Spatial Plan for
Coastal Area of Montenegro. The competent ministry, at
the proposal of the Institute for Marine Biology, defines
locations for mariculture activities (hereinafter referred to
as: farm) based on the species of fish and other marine
organisms farmed, the projected economic profitability,
farming technology, etc. The Ministry lays down the terms,
method and restriction of fishing and other activities in:


mariculture zones;



waters flowing into mariculture zones;



on the land or in waters bordering the mariculture zones.

The Ministry may propose cancellation or changes to the
boundaries of mariculture zones to the administration

Based on the available data on the natural characteristics
of the coastal waters in the Montenegrin Littoral, the
results of experimental research, the natural habitats of
juveniles or adult specimens of economically important
species of marine organisms, and based on the comparison
with the quality of the environment in which they are
farmed in the Mediterranean countries, the following
locations are proposed as potentially new suitable ones
for mariculture development in the Boka Kotorska Bay:


The southwestern part of the Ostrvo Cvijeća (Island of
Flowers);



Rose; and



the cape Mirište.

In the open sea, the following areas stand out:


Uvala Dobreč;



Vučja vala;



Zlatna luka (literally: Golden port);



Drobni pijesak;



Crni rt;

implement the foreign policy with the view of EU accession.



Valdanos Bay; and

Key development goals of the sector are divided in short-



the mouth of the Bojana River.

authority in charge of spatial planning and management.

Spatial needs and requirements of the sector
The current Montenegro's Fisheries Development Strategy
provides guidelines for the development of fisheries within
the context of the overall commitment of Montenegro to

term and long-term ones. The short-term goal in terms of
exploitation of these resources is activation and
modernization of the fleet, as well as the establishing
adequate market outlets in order to secure economic
viability of this activity. The first step towards achieving
this goal is the creation of coastal infrastructure (port,
landing sites, storage capacities).
Development of sustainable aquaculture – both fresh and
marine water aquaculture shall continue to grow through
modernization of the existing capacities in order to
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Name of location

Area ha
Name of location

Area ha

Figure 1.5. Possible new, wider zones for new mariculture development on the Montenegrin coast
The area of Ulcinj Salina is a potentially suitable area for

the mainland, in tourist areas and tourist resorts on the

marine organisms farming in an extensive or highly

coast or near the coast in such a way that tourism products

controlled semi-intensive farming type.

are based on tourism infrastructure and seaside attractions

The selection of mariculture sites is based on previous
research conducted at the Institute for Marine Biology.
The proposed sites mentioned in the Plan are listed as
potentially suitable areas for the development of

to a significant extent. Land-based accommodation may
be available in all types of tourism facilities, starting from
hotels, tourist resorts, villas and apartments and rooms
for rent to camps.

mariculture, which means that baseline research needs to

In contrast to coastal tourism, marine tourism includes

be conducted on each site and checked against set

cruise and yacht (nautical) tourism. There are, however,

criteria. Certainly, one of the most important principles to

important differences: as a rule, tourists stay on sailing

be followed in the selection of zones is the concept of

vessels. Private or commercial vessels can choose between:

"AZA" – (Allocated zones for Aquaculture), which is a



nautical tourism ports;



commercial moorings;



nautical anchorages with anchoring buoys or other

concept that helps define suitable zones for mariculture.

1.4.3

Coastal tourism

Definitions
As a component of the Blue Economy, tourism includes
coastal and marine tourism, i.e. activities directly related
to the tourists and visitors – transport and accommodation
of tourists, provision of other services (food, drinks and
beverages, cultural and recreational activities, etc.) in
coastal areas. The coastal area of Montenegro includes
the Montenegrin Littoral, that is, the territory of 6 coastal
municipalities.
In the narrow sense of the word, coastal tourism means
visits where tourists stay in the accommodation units on

anchoring systems;


other locations at sea where anchoring will be allowed,
provided that all safety requirements have been met.

However, there is a specific, albeit small tourism niche:
tourists/visitors who combine private or rented yacht and
tourist resorts/hotels. A tourist resort/hotel will usually
provide both land-based accommodation and berths in
marinas or moorings, put together to form a coherent and
functional whole.
Accommodation unit means a room, apartment,
bungalow, holiday home, camping lodge or any other
facility used to provide accommodation to guests, and
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which complies with the minimum technical conditions

Room for renting to tourists means a part of a residential/

regulated under this Law.

business facility or a part of a family residential/business

Bathing area is part of the shore (beach) by the sea and
swimming pool (outdoor or indoor) within the hotel

facility (house) in which accommodation services are
provided to tourists.

complex in the maritime domain area, which is furbished

Single functional unit means developed and equipped

and equipped for bathing.

premises that comply with the conditions for providing

Bathing site user means a business entity or other legal

hospitality services specified under this Law.

entity and entrepreneur that provides tourist services in

Special purpose beach means a developed beach intended

bathing areas with appropriate approval.

for a particular group of persons/individuals.

Business facility means a facility or a part thereof in

Standard means a set of conditions and benchmarks for

which tourism and/or hospitality activities are performed.

setting up and equipping a facility, the quality of the

Camp means a hospitality facility with a minimum of 10
accommodation units in which guests are offered the

provision of services and the conditions regarding
maintenance of the facility.

services of: camping (accommodation in a developed

Sustainable development of tourism means:

outdoor area – in a camping site and/or camping parcel).



accommodation in camping lodges, bungalows, other

policies and measures to mitigate the effects of climate

tourist consumption services. and the possibility to take

change, to facilitate a reduction in greenhouse gas

part in sports or other forms of outdoor recreation in the

emissions and a transition to a low-carbon economy,

camp.

as well as to reduce the vulnerability of natural and
human systems to the current and expected effects of

Ecotourism means responsible travelling and visiting

climate change;

ecologically preserved and relatively preserved natural
areas, with a beneficial impact on the environment and



individual services consisting of transport and tourism/
hospitality services that lasts less than 24 hours without
including an overnight stay, and is offered for sale and
sold by a travel agency at a predetermined price.
Flat for renting to tourists means a part of a constructed
building unit which is occasionally used for renting to
tourists.
Hotel means a business facility performing hospitality
activities with the aim of providing services of
accommodation, the preparing and serving of food, drinks
and beverages, with a reception, lobby, restaurant with a
kitchen and accommodation units.

respect for the socio-cultural authenticity of the
community, conservation of cultural heritage and

preservation of the well-being of the local population.
Excursion means a combination of a minimum of two

optimal use of natural resources by implementing

traditional values;


ensuring sustainable, long-term economic activities
for the socio-economic benefit of all citizens.

Tourism development zone means an area representing
a functional and sustainable unit with tourism infrastructure
and suprastructure, which ensures an efficient use of
resources and an improvement in tourism development.
Tourism infrastructure means bathing areas, beaches,
skiing trails, Alpine or Nordic ski slopes or slopes for
alternative activities, cable cars, thematic or amusement
parks, tourist information centres, reception centres for
tourists and visitors, leisure areas or viewpoints next to the
road, golf courses, tennis courts, artificial accumulations
of water for bathing areas, swimming pools, wellness

House for rent to tourists means an architecturally and

establishments, entertainment or recreational trails or

functionally detached building with its own garden, which

roads (fitness trails, viewpoints, panoramic roads, cycling,

is rented solely as a unit to an individual or to a group of

hiking or snowmobile trails), developed riverbanks or lake

tourists for a specific period of time.

shores, structures for observing natural rarities or structures
for adventure activities.
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Tourism product means a set of interdependent

situated in and constitutes part of a tourist resort and uses

elements which are organized in practice as a special-

the amenities of a tourist resort managed by one operator.

value chain that includes material products and services,
natural values or cultural resources, tourist attractions,
tourism infrastructure and tourism suprastructure.
Tourist apartment means a hospitality facility intended
to provide accommodation services to tourists, which
includes a living room, one or more bedrooms, a kitchen

The economic importance of the activity
According to the competent ministry, tourism generated
over one billion euros to Montenegrin economy in the past
few years (1.14 billion in 2019), whereas, according to the
Economic Reform Programme (ERP) projections, tourism

and a bathroom.

will generate 1.3 billion euros to the economy in 2022

Tourist attraction means a particularly attractive landmark
of a tourist destination, of a natural or social character

and generators of growth in Montenegro. As previously

within a tourist area.
Tourist destination means a populated area that
contains natural, cultural, historical or other landmarks of
importance for tourism, the utility, transport or tourism
infrastructure, as well as facilities and other amenities for

(ERP, 2020). Tourism is one of the key economic sectors
mentioned, the latest estimates of the WTTC (for 2019)
show that close to one third of national GDP (about one
and a half billion euros) was generated in activities directly
or indirectly related to tourism and travel, with over 6%
growth in this sector, which is twice as high as GDP growth.
The overall contribution to employment was estimated at

the accommodation and stay of tourists.

66.900 jobs, accounting for more than a third of the

Tourist region means a spatial and functional unit

overseas visitors was estimated at EUR 1,132 million or

designated by spatial planning documents, where an
integrated tourism offer can be formed.
Tourist resort means a type of hospitality facility which
represents a unit of a functional and business character
and in which tourism activity is performed in an area
ranging from 5 ha to 150 ha, with a minimum of one hotel
of at least four-star category with a capacity of 60
accommodation units in the northern and central regions,
except for the Capital City, and a capacity of a minimum of
120 accommodation units of at least five-star category in
the coastal region and in the Capital City, and with tourist
villas, with a diverse structure of 3 amenities which
comprises: wellness centres, restaurants, golf courses,

number of employees in the country. Spending by
close to 48% of total exports (World Travel & Tourism
Council, 2020).
Since the middle of the last decade, coastal tourism, as
measured by physical indicators, has returned to the level
of Montenegrin gold years standard (in the mid-1980s),
with more than 10 million overnight stays per year. The
number of tourists and overnight stays in the coastal area
per municipality and in total since 2010 are shown in table
1.5. According to Monstat's data for 2019, this was a record
year with over 2.3 million visitors and more than 13.7
million overnight stays, which is twice as many visitors
compared to 2010 and 79% more overnight stays.

marinas, sports fields, skiing trails and/or other amenities
managed by one or more business entities or other legal
entities and marketed as an integrated and unique highend tourism product which must be operational for 12
months in a year.
Tourist service user means a natural person, tourist,
traveller or a consumer who directly uses tourism or
hospitality services.
Tourist villa means a facility that can be privately owned
in accordance with the State Property Law, which is
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Table 1.5. Number of tourists and overnight stays, 2014–2019
Municipality/Region

Bar
Budva
Herceg Novi
Kotor
Tivat
Ulcinj
Primorje (Coastal region)

Number of tourists
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

156,542
754,567
214,659
58,512
45,577
139,102

183,416
771,606
265,420
75,007
67,464
166,160

189,116
806,471
280,060
88,814
74,361
163,780

175,102
848,443
294,636
112,789
96,384
189,097

191,252
891,226
313,985
139,573
123,289
214,439

210,789
918,663
383,048
170,852
161,153
425,808

1,368,959

1,529,073

1,602,602

1,716,451

1,873,764

2,270,313

Municipality/Region

Number of overnight stays
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Bar
Budva
Herceg Novi
Kotor
Tivat
Ulcinj

1,210,934
4,670,126
1,635,874
287,312
439,026
1,005,836

1,532,596
4,887,941
2,166,848
358,609
678,224
1,063,696

1,530,590
5,004,917
2,159,892
414,817
733,542
983,737

1,673,637
4,824,518
2,343,670
466,807
869,542
1,169,000

1,810,018
4,978,972
2,741,239
571,867
926,574
1,240,445

2,010,463
4,593,181
3,106,991
680,640
1,167,092
2,156,447

Primorje (Coastal region)

9,249,108

10,687,914

10,827,495

11,347,174

12,269,115

13,714,814

Source: MONSTAT

As for the direct contribution of tourism to GDP, there are

national GDP, it is safe to assume that tourism generates

no records for the coastal area (regional level) (except

about a half (47.5 – 50%) of the coastal area GDP.

sporadic, sometimes inconsistent assessments). For the
national level, there are various assessments and projections,
among which the most significant ones are the WTTC
analyses (for example, projections for 2021 were provided
by WTTC, 2011; projections for 2026 were cited in NSOR,
2016) and the results of Monstat's TSA survey for 2009

Legal framework and competent authorities for the
regulation of coastal tourism

Coastal tourism – bathing areas, beaches and water
sports and recreational activities

(Monstat, 2011). Taking the above mentioned research

The Law on tourism and hospitality is the umbrella act

conclusions as a starting point, as well as the analysis of

governing tourism and hospitality activities. The

the overall trends in tourism turnover over the past decade,

performance of tourism and/or hospitality activities shall

this report is based on the estimate that the direct

be based on the following principles:

contribution of tourism to national GDP in the last few



years is about 15%, and the direct contribution to overall
employment is slightly lower (by about one percentage point).

planning and implementing tourism development
policy;



sustainable development of tourism based on the

Over the last decade, coastal towns recorded between 85

compatibility of the interests of economic development

and 91% of the total number of arrivals and up to 97% of

and the need to protect the environment and its

the total number of overnight stays. For the sake of further

resources, with adjustment to climate change by the

analysis, this report is based on the assumption that the

continuous mitigation of the negative consequences

coastal areas record about 95% of tourist traffic (and that

of climate change;

it is a part of the Blue Economy). In absolute terms, this
means that (looking at 2018) the GDP of about EUR 700
million was generated in the tourism sector, of which about
664.5 million in the coastal area. Bearing in mind the estimate
that coastal area GDP accounts for up to 28.5-30% of the
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integrated development of tourism and related
activities, as factors of overall economic and social
development, which ensures the implementation of
mutually aligned plans and programmes in accordance
with the law.
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Under this Law, bathing areas shall be indoor and outdoor

Montenegro). The types are proposed based on the analysis

swimming pools and beaches located alongside sea

of the situation, Mediterranean management practices

coasts, lake shores and riverbanks, which have equipment

and the need to organise bathing sites in a pragmatic way

and amenities, as well as accompanying facilities. Tourism

and in respect of the existing legislative framework.

services in bathing areas shall be considered to be the
services of renting beach furniture (sunshades, sunbeds),
water scooters, recreational kayaks, paddle boats, sailing
boats, boats, sailboards, water skiing equipment, diving
and fishing equipment and training for water skiing,
diving, sailing.

The Programme for the Improvement of the Public Marine
Domain defines the types and subtypes o developed
bathing places and makes type-specific proposals
regarding the preferred land configuration and surface
area. In accordance with the SPSPCA guidelines, the Atlas
of Montenegrin beaches and bathing areas (valid for the

According to the Law on the Maritime Domain, bathing

period between 2019 and 2023) was prepared to define

places can be can be natural, developed and built-up. A

bathing areas, usage regime, general principles, standards

natural bathing place is a body of water and landform

and guidelines for bathing areas as well as the maximum

directly connected to water not fenced-off, accessible to

surface area for bathing sites in all municipalities.

anyone and which can be freely used for swimming. A
developed bathing place is a body of water and landform
directly connected to water with cabins, sanitary facilities,
showers and other necessary equipment that is accessible
to everyone under equal conditions. A built-up bathing
place is a body of water and landform directly connected
to water which was created by significant investment and
construction on the seashore, with equipment of
developed bathing places. The Temporary Structures
Plan in the Maritime Domain, adopted by the line ministry
identifies locations in which developed and built-up
bathing places can be situated.
According to the Law on Tourism and Hospitality, the
competent ministry issues the Ordinance on specific
conditions concerning development and equipment,

Spatial needs and requirements of the sector
The tourism development plans were very ambitious,
however, they turned out to be mostly unrealistic. The
strategic objectives of the updated Master Plan (Tourism
Development Strategy, 2008) for tourism development by
2020 included, for example, improving economic benefits
by creating a diversified tourist product on the coast, as
well as combating seasonality, which was only partially
achieved. The Master Plan targets included, for example,
100,000 hotel beds along the coast by 2020 (half of which
4 and 5 star hotels), while the planned total number of
beds on the seaside is set at 279,000 (93% of the total
300,000 in the country). Some data suggest that by 2017,
the total planned number of beds has been significantly

types and conditions of use of the bathing areas at sea.

exceeded, but the real structure is much more unfavourable

Bathing areas or beaches as part of the public maritime

hotel beds, and 4 and 5 star hotels had a share of merely

domain are managed by the Public Enterprise for Coastal

34%. On the other hand, private accommodation in 2017

Zone Management of Montenegro (JP Morsko dobro) in

was about 1.8 times as high as the one planned for 2020.

accordance with the above regulations and plans and

However, given that combating seasonality did not go as

programmes adopted by the Government. The provisions

initially planned in the Master Plan, some other target

and guidelines of the Special Purpose Spatial Plan for the

values could not be achieved either. In 2019 (all over the

Public Maritime Domain and the Special Purpose Spatial

country) there were 14.46 million overnight stays of which

Plan for Coastal Area of Montenegro shall be duly applied

4.68 million or 32% in the collective (including hotels, but

in the management of the maritime domain area and

also motels, holiday resorts, B&Bs, etc.) and 9.78 million in

bathing places, as well as other relevant planning documents.

private accommodation (online sources, Monstat, 2019).

The new systematization of bathing places and the
introduction of new types is one of the key elements of the
2018 Programme for the Improvement of the Public
Marine Domain (Sustainable Beach Management in

compared with the Master Plan: there were about 46,000

The Master Plan predicted 39.6 million overnight stays in
2020 (across the country), of which about 55% in hotels,
and target hotel occupancy was reached at 194 days. The
sectoral study elaborated for the Montenegro’s SP – Tourism
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(2018) suggests that, once the Master Plan has expired, the

and priorities as well as other marine spatial planning

set targets need to be passed on to 2030 reporting period.

criteria.

If a new proposal goes ahead, this would be a rational
approach that would greatly spare the area from further
expansion of coastal development and improve economic
performance, while protecting the environment and
valuable natural and cultural heritage. The main challenges

Coastal tourism – bathing areas and beaches
According to the Ordinance on specific conditions
concerning development and equipment, types and
conditions of use of the bathing areas at sea, the bathing

in achieving this scenario include finding a source of

areas are defined according to their designated use:

funding and further improvement of tourist offer, while a



hotel;

shift from private accommodation to middle-class hotels



public;

is not easy to achieve either (even if the funds were



special bathing areas; and

available). The ability of the system (including spatial



swimming pools.

planning and construction sectors) to resist the demand
for accommodation options based on second homes and
apartments. In parallel to these goals, the problem of
inadequate infrastructure (transport infrastructure, waste
treatment and waste management infrastructure, as well
as wastewater management infrastructure) needs to be

The hotel bathing area is intended mainly for hotel guests
and other persons who need to comply with the rules and
requirements of the hotel regarding the use of the bathing
area, which is regulated and equipped according to
applicable standards.

addressed to make sure that the built areas remain

Public bathing area is a bathing area intended for all types

attractive and functional.

of users:

When referring to the spatial needs in coastal tourism,
typical sea-based activities or those close to the sea include:

1. family bathing area;
2. active holiday bathing area intended for tourism,
including water sports, recreational activities and



bathing, sunbathing, beach and bathing areas activities;



daytime water sport and recreational activities such as



scuba diving, sailing, windsurfing, kite surfing and foil

sports, recreational and adventure sports bathing area;



boarding, kayaking, driving a jet ski and similar

diving areas; and



bathing area for kite surfing and windsurfing;

recreational vessels intended for daytime use;


excursions and visits to coastal tourist attractions.

The scope of spatial planning in coastal and maritime
tourism in a narrow sense includes all tourist activities at
sea and adequate spatial regulation of these activities,
taking into account the challenges described above and
the following specific objectives:


safe and smooth conduct of tourist activities at sea,
starting from the use of beaches and bathing areas to
water sports, recreational and other activities;



creation of a quality coastal and maritime tourism
offer that will be attractive in the tourism market and
ensuring sustainable business activities in order to
achieve socio-economic benefits for all citizens;



ensuring the smooth use of the marine area by other
marine activities, by respecting the established
development and environmental protection objectives
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adventure sports, including:

3. party bathing area intended for parties and similar
events, organised in remote areas and locations in
which noise will not affect the environment, with the
possibility of organizing 24/7 entertainment activities;
4. romantic bathing area intended for special programmes
(wedding, engagement, anniversary celebrations);
5. bathing area without beach furniture in which beach
furniture is not allowed;
6. pet (dog)-friendly bathing area intended for swimming
with pets (dogs) with appropriate equipment on pet
(dog)-friendly beaches;
7. bathing areas with natural healing benefits and
wellness facilities (mud baths, thermal water, etc.)
with professionals supervising the use of healing and
wellness facilities;
8. excursion & picnic area is a bathing area that does not
have (or has very limited) access from the coast.
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Special bathing area is a bathing area where access is

2. bathing places for children’s holiday centers with

restricted to the following groups:

permanent presence and supervision of a member of

1. naturist bathing places intended for special user

staff, beach furniture is not allowed in this type of
bathing place.

categories with controlled and restricted access to the
bathing area; and

Table 1.6. Sea beaches and bathing places by type and by municipality (situation in 2019/2020)
Type

Municipality Herceg
Novi

Investment
Public without beach furniture
Public excursions
Public well-being
Public party
Public family
Publicly romantic
Public for dogs
Hotel
Divers
Naturist
Especially for children
Active holidays

16
5
1
3
95
1

Total

Tivat

Kotor

Budva

2
5
1

4

1
10
8

3
25

1
25
1
1
4

1
91
4
2
24
2
2
1

1
1
1
1
2

3

127

40

1

Bar

Ulcinj

Total

4
2
4

1
3
4

58
1
1
6
3

44
2
1
3

12

28
25
18
3
5
338
9
5
41
6
7
2
18

73

505

3

4
40

146

79

Table 1.7. Beach and bathing areas capacity and load indicators
Municipality

Herceg
Novi

Population 2019 estimate
% of total
Total shoreline length (km)*
% of total
Length of non-built coastline (km)**
% of total
% in municipality/region
Number of existing tourist beds
% of total
Number of planned tourist beds
% of total
Total number of tourists in 2019
% of total
Number of bathing areas and beaches 2020
Total area – beaches in 2020 (m2)
% of total
Total beach length 2020 (m)
% of total
% in the municipality

30,597
20.1
68.12
18.9
42.58
17.4
62.5
19.360
12,3
383,048
16.9
127
99,000
6.1
10,388
20.8
17.1

Tivat

15,069
9.7
57.45
15.9
34.24
14.0
59.6
29.580
18,8
161,153
7.1
40
56,000
3.5
3597
7.2
8.6

Kotor

22,753
14.8
80.35
22.3
50.14
20.5
62.4
7.110
4,5
170,852
7.5
40
42,000
2.6
3561
7.1
5.3

Budva

22,061
13.7
47.77
13.3
36.78
15.0
77.0
41.740
26,6
918,663
40.5
143
328,000
20.5
12,474
25.0
30.7

Bar

44,028
28.6
56.35
15.6
36.80
15.0
65.3
14.970
9,5
210,789
9.3
79
198,000
12.3
7702
15.4
17.4

Ulcinj

20,191
13.2
50.41
14.0
44.56
18.2
88.4
44.400
28,3
425,808
18.8
73
887,000
51.9
12,234
24.5
20.9

Total
Region

154,699
100
360.45
100.0
245.10
100.0
68.0
157.160
100,0
2,270,313
100.0
502
1,610,000
100.0
49,956
100.0
15.9

*

length calculated based on the official information about the coastline provided by the Real Estate Administration and available
in the GIS database,
** length calculated based on the analysis ‘Application of selected indicators for monitoring and evaluating sustainability of spatial
development of the coastal zone of Montenegro’ from 2013.
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Table 1.8. Sea beaches and bathing areas by municipalities and spatial units for the needs of tourist reception capacity analysis
Municipality Spatial unit

Herceg Novi

Kotor

Tivat
Budva

Bar

Ulcinj

Number Beach

Length* m

Herceg Novi – Meljine

1

62

57,000

249,000

4,550

Zelenika – Bijela

2

53

29,000

173,000

3,160

Luštica

3

12

13,000

73,000

1,040

Morinj – Risan – Perast

4

15

9,000

56,000

1,060

Kotor

5

22

15,000

78,000

1,530

Grbalj

6

3

18,000

76,000

480

Tivat

7

21

19,000

94,000

1,690

Krtoli

8

19

37,000

139,000

2,310

Budva – Bečići

9

89

210,000

597,000

5,960

Pržno – Sv. Stefan

10

19

50,000

180,000

2,160

Petrovac – Buljarica

11

36

68,000

258,000

2,840

Čanj – Sutomore

12

32

105,000

304,000

3,160

Bar

13

24

58,000

213,000

2,480

Dobra Voda – Pečurice – Utjeha

14

23

36,000

129,000

1,700

Ulcinj

15

27

36,000

195,000

2,680

Velika plaža – Donji Štoj

16

46

850,000

996,000

9,930

503

1,610,000

3,810,000

46,730

Total
*

Surface area m2 Surface of the
aquatorium m2

length based on generalised coastline (approximately natural coastline before anthropogenic interventions). The total length of
the generalised coastline in Montenegro is 252.3 km.

Coastal tourism – water sports and recreational
activities at sea

is safe to assume that their number will increase rapidly in
recreational versions intended for a wide range of users.
Along with wind surfs that have now been in use for many

Vessels normally used for sports and recreational

years, this is a group of recreational vessels that is

purposes fall into a category of boats according to the

generally less than 2.5 m long and therefore not regulated

definition in the Maritime Navigation Safety Law if they are

in the legislation, even if their speed often poses a risk,

more than 2.5 m in length or propelled by the engine with

both for those using these vessels and for other people

the power of more than 3.5 kW. This group includes, for

swimming in the sea and other vessels. The recreational

example, recreational sail boats for daytime sailing or

group of vessels should also include stand up paddles,

rowing boats as well as water scooters and ski jets. All

light inflatable boards (similar to a windsurf board). In

these vessels are not capable of sustaining longer stays at

stand-up paddle boarding, SUP boarders stand on their

sea and their navigation safety is highly dependent on

boards and move the paddle through the water. What

weather conditions. This group does not include boats

makes SUP boarders so special is that they aim for calm

intended for sport competitions such as canoes, kayaks,

waters and have limited speed. On the other hand, in

gondolas and pedal boats, windsurf and surf boards. This

contrast to sports and recreational wind-powered vessels

group obviously does not include recreational boats that

looking for locations with a favourable position and

are less than 2.5 m in length, wind-powered, using sails

reliable winds in the summer period, SUPs can be used

that are directly connected to the vessel (windsurfing and

virtually anywhere, provided that the location has an

foil boarding) or kite as a hand held wingsail (kite surfing

access to the coast. As for sports and recreational wind-

and foil kite). Considering that sports versions of some of

powered vessels, considering the natural conditions, the

the above mentioned "vessels" have also become new

most favourable location is Velika Plaža in Ulcinj, where

Olympic-class vessels (Olympic-class vessels as of 2024), it
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those vessels are available for rent and visitors can step

without knowing the rules, and overall user inexperience,

into the world of sailing by taking a sailing course.

accidents are quite common. Therefore, in addition to

The increasing number of this kind of vessels, which
currently do not require a special permit when used in the
narrow sea belt along the coast, especially near beaches
and tourist zones, increases the risk of collisions at sea.
Although in theory the regulations for preventing
collisions at sea cover situations and risks of this kind, in
reality, due to the intensity of sea traffic, using the vessels

regulations and training (licensing), restrictions by
designating the area intended for such users have become
an inevitable option for further control and mitigation of
the risks described. Considering that this whole group of
recreational vessels with less than 2.5 m in length does not
belong to any specific category, there are no formal
obligations or requirements in terms of training and
certificates.

1 – aquatorium, bathing areas and beaches
2 – zones of permitted navigation for sports and recreational vessels (rowing boats, windsurfing and surf boards, canoes, kayaks,
gondolas and pedal boats), are set at 50 m from the shore or 50 m from the designated swimming area
3 – zones of permitted navigation for engine powered vessels and fishing boats are set at a minimum distance of 150 m from the shore
4 – zones of permitted navigation for ships, yachts and sea planes are set at a minimum distance of 300 m from the shore

Figure 1.6. Existing regulation of zones of permitted navigation (according to the Maritime Navigation Safety Law) for different types of vessels in the
aquatorium of the Boka Kotorska Bay, for example, Baošić area aquatorium in the municipality of Herceg Novi
To further protect swimmers, the Maritime Navigation

well as at the distance of more than 50 m away from a

Safety Law has put a ban on swimming outside

natural beach shall be prohibited. By way of exception,

designated area of a developed or reclaimed beach and at

swimming is allowed at distances greater than 100 m off

the distance of more than 100 m away from a natural

shore in the waters surrounding a natural beach which, by

beach. In the Boka Kotorska Bay, swimming outside

way of its terrain, prevents vessels from entering (shallow

designated area of a developed or reclaimed beach, as

waters, shoals, rocks, reefs, etc.)
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1 – aquatorium, bathing areas and beaches
2 – zones of permitted navigation for sports and recreational vessels (rowing boats, windsurfing and surf boards, canoes, kayaks,
gondolas and pedal boats), are set at 150 m from the shore
3 – zones of permitted navigation for engine powered vessels and fishing boats are set at a minimum distance of 150 m from the shore
4 – zones of permitted navigation for ships, yachts and sea planes are set at a minimum distance of 300 m from the shore
Red line indicates a distance of 200 m from the shore, which means that speedboats are prohibited from entering this area

Figure 1.7. Existing regimes applicable to the zones of permitted navigation (according to the Maritime Navigation Safety Law) for different types of vessels
in the aquatorium outside the Boka Kotorska Bay, for example, Budva Bay aquatorium
This Act has also set forth that rowing boats, windsurfing

the water body surrounding bathing areas, vessels may

and surf boards, canoes, kayaks, gondolas and pedal

sail at a distance greater than 50 m away from the

boats are allowed to sail at a distance less than 50 m from

developed or reclaimed beach.

the coast, and up to a distance of 150 m (Figure 1.7). By
way of exception, in the Boka Kotorska Bay, rowing boats,
windsurfing and surf boards, canoes, kayaks, gondolas
and pedal boats may approach shore closer than 50 m or
50 m from the designated swimming area (Figure 1.6). In
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Pursuant to the Maritime Navigation Safety Law, training
for jet watercraft (water scooter, jet-ski, etc.) may be
conducted in designated areas (the training ground)
designated by the legal person managing the maritime
domain, with the consent of the competent ministry.
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2 Maritime activities interactions
– Analysis and examples
2.1 Importance of maritime activities
interactions in the planning of uses
of the sea
Maritime spatial planning is set to provide solutions for

technical and technological solutions related to

three main groups of tasks:

natural and other conditions in a given location.

1. At the regional level or the level of larger spatial units, it

3. Another important group of criteria in marine spatial

is necessary to take into account balancing in quantitative

planning stems from the analysis of interactions

response to the needs of different activities and

between maritime activities and their environment. In

economic sectors. This means that the number of

a broad sense of the word, the term interaction means

users, tourists and residents should be taken into

the relationships and impacts of maritime activities (i)

account in spatial planning of beaches and bathing

as well as equally important interactions or impacts that

areas, taking into account the planned tourist zones

maritime activities have on the overall environment,

that have not yet come into use. It is also necessary to

including natural, spatial and cultural values (ii). Based

make sure that the spatial (regional) distribution of

on the quality of those relationships and influences,

beaches and bathing areas is in line with the zones of

they range from total incompatibility (conflicts) to

higher density of residential and tourist activities to

compatibility, synergy and even functional dependency.

the maximum possible extent. Throughout the spatial

In contrast to the first group, and just like the previous

planning process, the planners use the information

group of tasks within marine use planning, this group

they get from sectoral development documents, as well

remains primarily focused on the local level. The

as from direct contacts with sector representatives and

examples of analyses of interactions between the

competent state bodies (the first part of this report

existing and planned maritime activities are given below.

addressed this topic in the context of the most important
maritime activities). At the regional level, coastal
spatial planning informs everyone involved in the
planning process about possible excessive pressures
on the local reception capacities and environment
and warns them in case that their development plans
and aspirations are unsustainable.
2. In addition to the quantitative needs, it is necessary to
take into account the qualitative requirements of each
maritime activity, in the context of areas that each
activity or sector will be able to use. For example, it
means that nautical infrastructure facilities will need
to try to meet a number of criteria according to which

As highlighted in the introduction, this analysis is primarily
focused on interactions between marine development
activities as well as the impact on the marine environment.
Their impacts on the marine environment have been
analysed and exemplified, by emphasizing the need to
avoid well-known valuable natural areas (e.g. preliminary
defined marine protected areas or mapped areas of
valuable marine habitats) as well as touching upon other
sources of pressures (land-based pollution), overall and
cumulative loads and vulnerability of specific parts of the
marine environment explained in detail, without going
into too much detail on the current situation.

the attractiveness of a specific location is assessed or

In the broader sense, in the coastal area at the macro

evaluated. The concept of attractiveness means the

level, all maritime activities are compatible insofar as they

important criteria for a specific maritime activity or

all contribute individually and jointly to the sustainable

sector. These are the criteria that primarily take into

economic and social development of the coastal area. In

account the development or economic interest of users

the narrow sense and at the local level, the interactions of

as well as the criteria that take into account possible

maritime activities are more complex and their interactions
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may be plagued by negative impacts. In such cases there is

Some maritime activities are characterized by a distinct

a greater or lesser degree of incompatibility, or even conflict.

compatibility, which is also functionally conditioned. They

The elementary type of interaction between different
maritime activities is the competition for the same area or

include:


aquatorium and access waterways;

zone at sea. How this kind of situation will be resolved
depends on the characteristics of specific maritime



different times of the day, the same marine spatial unit
can be used by different users or for different activities. A
good illustration for this is a regulated relationship between
the aquatorium functions, whether it functions as a beach,
bathing area or fisherman's post. In addition, the threedimensional nature of the marine environment allows the
simultaneous use of the same spatial unit by multiple
users. For example, zones serving as submarine pipelines

exploitation of mineral resources and natural sandy
beaches in need of nourishment;

activities and their uses in time and space. Many uses are
indeed occasional, so at different times of the year or

port systems and dredging in specific parts of port



marine fisheries and marine protected areas whose
existence contributes to a better position of the fish stock
and consequently to improved catches in the future.

If the problem of competition between different activities
in the same spatial unit cannot be solved by multipurpose use intervention, there are several criteria that
can help in choosing the optimal marine use. In addition
to the general marine use planning principles mentioned

and cables that can be used simultaneously for other

at the beginning of this chapter, these criteria include:

maritime activities that take place on the surface illustrate

1. Respect for the baseline or the existing use of the sea,

this rather well. Maritime activities with their characteristics

while respecting the legacy and current spatial planning

of spatial and temporal sea uses are shown in table 2.1.

solutions when they are compatible with the strategic

Therefore, the possibilities of multi-purpose use are based

goals of the marine spatial development and protection.

on different spatial and temporal characteristics of different

2. Providing enough space for key infrastructure functions

maritime activity uses.
In some cases, the answer to the coexistence of different
maritime activities is in direct simultaneous use. For
example, tourist recreational excursion activities can offer
other attractions, besides the well-known natural and
cultural heritage sites. This can be, for example, fishing
tourism where a group of tourist gets on board and takes

across the marine area (waterways, submarine cables,
ports, coastal defence structures), most of which are
normally part of the baseline plan must become a
priority.
3. Respect for the criteria regarding the convenience of
the location for a specific maritime activity according
to the attractiveness analysis (natural and created

part in a set of activities carried out by professionals as a

conditions) and vulnerability of the overall environment.

one-day excursion, usually on trawlers. This will be an

4. A broader regional perspective for a more integrated

opportunity for them to get acquainted with fishing

insight and a more reasoned balancing of development

techniques and enjoy a delicious and fresh seafood dish.

and protection interests, that will in turn help

In this way, the additional objective of reducing pressure

compensate for possible "losses" in terms of protection

on the fish stock and contributing to the preservation of

or development interests (real or perceived, depending

marine biodiversity can be achieved. Therefore, the

on the interest holder’s perspective) in one location by

competition between different activities for the same area

relocating them to another, will indeed come closer to

can be resolved through the multi-purpose use as

the theoretical ideal of achieving a sustainable balance

permanent (in the case of underwater infrastructure) or

between protection, developmental and social interests.

temporary solution (tourism activities related to fishing).
Along the same lines, the commonly perceived conflict
between mariculture zones, especially shellfish and tourist
activities can be mitigated.

If there is no direct competition between two or more
maritime activities for the same location, it does not mean
that interaction and influences do not exist. They can be
ecological (pollution produced by a single activity), safetyrelated and even visual. In a broad sense, mutual
influences have economic and social implications. E.g. the
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commercialisation of berths used for mooring vessels

more accessible for local people. The need for balancing

makes them inaccessible to the local population. Efforts

kicks in again in order to ensure an adequate number of

to make coastal tourism zones come into the planned use

commercial and communal berths.

may also affect the ways in which berths could become
Table 2.1. Maritime activities according to the spatial (free, default, movable, immovable)
and temporal (occasionally, permanently, if necessary) aspects of use
Maritime activity

Spatial characteristics of use

1a Maritime navigation

Free, except for designated waterways (e.g. traffic Occasionally, according to the plans (timetable)
separation scheme or narrow channel passages),
on the sea surface at the depth of the draught

1b Port system

Default, stationary for ports, default movable for
anchorages with buoys, on the sea surface at the
depth of the draught, anchorage and the bottom

Permanently except for anchorages occasionally (if
necessary)

2a Marine fishing

Free or regulated by the law (fishing zones,
fisherman’s posts), on the sea surface and the
entire water column

Occasionally, it may be regulated for periods of
the year or daily (post)

2b Mariculture

Default, permanent but movable if necessary, on
the sea surface and part of the water column

Permanent, according to permits and plans

3a1 Bathing areas and beaches

Default, stationary, on the sea surface and in the
water column (depending on the depth)

Occasional (seasonal, daily)

3a2 Sports and recreational
activities

Freely or rarely regulated by regulations, on the
sea surface and in the water column (depending
on the depth)

Occasionally

3b1 Nautical (yachting) tourism

Free, possibly limited (anchoring, mooring), on
sea surface and bottom (anchoring)

Occasional, seasonal

3b2 Cruise tourism (Cruising)

Default, regulated by regulations, on the sea
surface in the depth of the draught

Occasional, seasonal

4

Underwater cables and
pipelines

Default, stationary, according to plans, on the
seabed or entrenched

Permanent, according to plans

5

Exploitation of mineral
resources

Default, regulated by regulations and plans,
movable or conditionally movable (oil and gas
exploitation), on the sea surface and the bottom
or underground

Occasional or permanent (oil and gas
exploitation), according to plans

6

Dredging and disposal of
material

If necessary, according to plans, on the sea
surface and the bottom

If necessary

7

Coastal protection
structures

If necessary, stationary, regulated by plans, on the As needed, according to plans
sea surface and/or the bottom (part or all of the
water column)

8

Military use

Default, regulated by regulations and plans

9

Marine Protected Areas

DEFAULT according to plans, variable coverage, on Permanent
the sea surface, above it and the entire water
column and bottom

10 Underwater cultural
heritage

default according to plans, variable coverage,
dependent, mainly on the seabed

Temporal characteristics of use

Occasionally, according to the plans

Permanent
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As previously mentioned in the first part of the report, the

Partially overlapping scopes can be observed in the

relatively narrow coastal zone is where the intensity of the

aquatorium, representing the most obvious form of

sea uses on the Montenegrin coast is the highest. This

interaction.

means that most of the maritime activities are directly
linked to the land uses. In some cases, individual units of
spatial use (land-use zones) have their land and maritime
components that together form a single functional unit

More specifically, as shown in figure 2.1, the following
types of interactions of the stated purposes are observed:
3: a part of the narrower zone of the fisherman’s post
overlaps with the planned use of the marina;

(e.g. ports, shipyards, beaches). In such a situation, it is
rational to expect that the coastal spatial plans for the

4: a part of the wider zone of the fisherman’s post
overlaps with the planned use of the marina;

land will also include the coastal sea belt. The fact is that
until now it has been common for these plans to include
the coastal aquatorium. However, the level of analysis of
the marine area was simplified e.g. in such a way that
point symbols are predominantly used for individual
maritime use zones or, at best, zones are represented by
schematic symbols. The examples below have been
provided to encourage spatial planners to pay equal
attention to maritime zones, as they elaborate spatial
plans, by taking into account both functional needs of each

6: the planned use of the marina overlaps with the
aquatorium of the Shipyard Port Bonići.
Analysis has shown that parts of the scope marked with 3,
4 and 6 are areas in which multiple uses overlap, which
needs to be addressed through more detailed planning. It
would be an exaggeration to say that this is a conflict,
however, in the further elaboration and programming of
this location, the following aspects must be taken into

type of sea uses and their interactions. Other documents,

account:

such as different, more detailed spatial planning



is a comprehensive project (or more of them, given

programmes run by the Public Enterprise for Coastal Zone

that there are several tourist zones) expected for the

Management of Montenegro (JP Morsko dobro) can also

land and sea part, or is the marina expected to be a

be very helpful in the sea use regulation system. Working

separate planning theme?

with this kind of documents brings forward their flexibility
in terms of their adoption and frequent modifications that



to be “unnaturally” intersecting the aquatorium and

are common and inevitable at the micro level. However,
more serious analyses that balance the state of use and
the needs or deficits of various maritime activities are

the land part of the shipyard port?


is the existing shipyard port aquatorium set to
permanently meet the port's needs?

better carried out by spatial planning documents for the
entire coastal area.

why does the southeastern boundary of Marina appear



to what extent are the shipyard port activities and its
impacts compatible with the activities of the urban

2.2 Examples and analysis of interactions
between the existing and planned
maritime activities

marina (according to current records, the shipyard
port is now primarily used for dry docking)?


to our preliminary contacts with local representatives,
it may not be the case)?

Župa – Shipyard Port Bonići, Tivat Municipality
At the analysed site ‘Župa – Shipyard Port Bonići’ in Tivat



tourism port project?

relevant parts of the aquatorium contain:
beaches and fisherman's post Guvno – Pod Biskupa;



the aquatorium of the planned marina;



the aquatorium of the existing Shipyard Port Bonići.

can the existing fisherman’s post work properly
without the part that has been included in the nautical

Municipality, there is a tourist zone on land, while the


is the existing fisherman’s post actively used (according



how to solve the issue of communal berths, bearing in
mind that this is a predominantly tourism-oriented
settlement, but also the fact that, based on the
orthophoto, part of the existing coast has already been
used for this purpose for many years?
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Apart from the above mentioned interactions, ‘Župa in

direction of the Tivat Airport runway. For this reason,

Tivat’ is also an example of the interactions between sea

height restrictions have been imposed on all permanent

and land uses and activities spreading over a large area

and temporary facilities, including vessels in the nautical

(Figure 2.2). In this specific case, there is another limitation

tourism port or the Shipyard Port Bonići (e.g. sailboat

in sea use planning, given that this site is oriented in the

masts).

1 – the narrower zone of the fisherman's post Guvno – Pod Biskupa in Tivat Municipality
2 – wider zone for the fisherman’s post
3 – narrower zone of the fisherman’s post, with ‘Marina’ as a planned purpose, according to the NLS Part of sectors 22 and 23
4 – wider zone for the fisherman’s post, with ‘Marina’ as a planned purpose, according to the NLS Part of sectors 22 and 23
5 – ‘Marina’ as a planned purpose according to the state location study Part of sectors 22 and 23
6 – the Shipyard Port Bonići aquatorium, with ‘Marina’ as a planned purpose, according to the state location study Part of sectors
22 and 23
7 – the Shipyard Port Bonići aquatorium

Figure 2.1. Župa – Shipyard Port Bonići site. Analysis of the interaction and potential conflicts between the existing and planned maritime activities, along
with the planned tourism zone on land.
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Figure 2.2. Župa – Shipyard Port Bonići site, a broad overview. Analysis of the interaction and potential conflicts between the existing and planned
maritime activities and spatial needs of Tivat Airport.
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Uvala Bradišta, Tivat Municipality
The analysed site ‘Uvala Bradišta’ (Bradišta Bay) in Tivat
Municipality partially covers the tourist zone on the
mainland, and the aquatorium. As shown in Figure 2.3, this
site appears to have previously attracted some interest in
the use of the aquatorium, compared to its land part,
which is predominantly used for tourism. Considering
that, from the investment angle, the land part is
considerably larger, it can be considered that the current
use of the aquatorium is only temporary, and that
investors looking to invest in tourist facilities will likely be
asked how the aquatorium fits with their plans.
The records show that there is clearly a growing interest in
the use of the bay for nautical tourism. The specific
limitation for the wider area, including the bay, is that the
anchoring ban is in place. Pursuant to the Maritime
Navigation Safety Law, anchoring and stopping is
prohibited in anchoring prohibited zones. The proximity
to the airport is an additional limitation in terms of the
impact of air traffic, as well as limitations in terms of the
spatial uses in the Bradište bay.
The issues of profiling future tourist facilities on land and,
consequently, using the bay's aquatorium still remain
open. The future development of the nautical tourism will
depend on this. In addition to the aforementioned
purposes, the historical sequence of satellite images
shows that, at a given period, a part of the bay's
aquatorium was used for mariculture.
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1 – planned tourist zone
2 – pontoons according to the Coastal Infrastructure Facilities Programme (red)

Figure 2.3. Brdišta Bay in Tivat Municipality. The above figure shows the situation in 2016, showing the area planned to be used for tourism. The below
figure from 2019 also shows the area planned to be used for tourism, as well as pontoons serving as piers and mooring.
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Kostanjica, Kotor Municipality
At this site, the land part of the coast contains some

tourism. Regarding the aquatorium use, this is an example

development along the existing road on the coast. This

of fair coexistence between mariculture and beach and

kind of development is conditioned by the topography

fisherman’s post zones. This whole stretch is suitable for

and steep slopes in the hinterland, the only exception

the installation of mariculture facilities, while making sure

being the new development in the eastern part of the site

to avoid the beaches and fisherman's posts. Possible

where the construction moving higher up the slopes,

interaction conflicts are less likely after the Maritime

which significantly affects the traditional image of this

Navigation Safety Law was amended in 2020, which

part of the Risan Bay. In the Spatial Urban Plan for Kotor,

narrowed the beach aquatorium in Boka to 50 m from the

this development is designated as a settlement zone, even

coast.

if the recent development will more likely be second home

1, 2

– fisherman's post zones

3, 4, 5, 6 – bathing area and beach zones (width: 50 m, in accordance with the amendments to the Maritime
Navigation Safety Law of 2020)

7, 8

– coverage of mariculture installations according to issued permits

9

– area suitable for the development of mariculture

10

– recommended access waterway

Figure 2.4. Kostanjica in Kotor Municipality. Analysis of interaction and potential conflicts between the existing and planned maritime activities.
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Banja, Kotor Municipality
The site south of Cape Banja and the monastery is a

25 m in length. This is a close contact between three types

shorter coastal stretch whose wider coastal aquatorium is

of sea use and a simple (probably unproblematic)

suitable for mariculture facilities. In the narrower location

example where planning accommodation needs to be

shown in the figure, along with the mariculture facility,

taken into account to ensure the functionality of all the

there is a planned pontoon and a fisherman’s post Banja

above mentioned maritime activities.

1 – wider zone for the fisherman’s post Banja
2 – part of the wider zone for the fisherman’s post and also part that covers mariculture facilities based upon the issued permit
3 – part covering mariculture facilities based upon the issued permit
4 – pontoon according to the Coastal Infrastructure Facilities Programme (red)

Figure 2.5. Banja in Kotor Municipality. Analysis of interaction and potential conflicts between the existing and planned maritime activities.
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Velja Rijeka Bay, Kotor Municipality
Similar to the previous example, this is a smaller site, with

aquatorium that uses the berth. As in the previous

a mooring for nautical tourism vessels. The mooring

example, there is a close contact between two maritime

consists of a fixed and a pontoon part. On both sides of the

activities that both contribute to the local economy.

mooring, there are fisherman’s posts, Velja River and Voda

Careful planning of their accommodation should help

2 whose functional surfaces partly overlap with the

ensure their successful functioning.

1 – zone for the fisherman’s post Voda 2,
2 – zone for the fisherman’s post Velja rijeka
3 – small port called ‘mandrač’, mooring and pontoons according to the Coastal Infrastructure Facilities Programme (red)

Figure 2.6. Velja Rijeka Bay, Prčanj, Kotor Municipality Analysis of interaction and potential conflicts between the existing and planned maritime activities
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Bigova Bay, Kotor Municipality
According to the Spatial Plan of the Special Purpose Area

moderate, and the deepest parts are found at about 10 m,

for the Maritime Domain Area, there are currently plans to

on the northwest part of the Bay, near the main jetty.

build a holiday resort ‘Bigova’ and the tourist complex on

According to nautical publications, Bigova Bay is marked

the Cape Trašte in the area surrounding Bigova Bay. For

suitable for anchoring, and this is confirmed in Montenegro's

the part falling within the scope of the Maritime domain, a

SPSPCA. Both figures show that meadows of seagrass

National location study was prepared and changed later,

(Posidonia oceanica) spread across the seabed. Due to

as well as the Local location study for Trašta for the part of

their role in the conservation of biodiversity, seagrasses

the area outside the scope of the Maritime domain. Marina

must be protected to the maximum extent possible. To

developments with 150 berths are planned in Bigova Bay.

make this happen, all anchorages in the bay should be

At the time when the first NLS was elaborated, the

fixed anchoring systems with buoys. What makes this bay

significance attached to this marina in the nautical

special is therapeutic peloid, whose deposits are found on

infrastructure system was enormous, given that it was the

specific parts of the seabed. This is an interesting and

only facility of this kind, all the way from Budva to the Boka

potentially very useful resource for the tourist complex in

Kotorska Bay. Today, Marina Luštica has in part filled the

the future. In addition, the underwater archaeological site

gap by providing nautical facilities to this part of the

located somewhere in the underwater of this bay needs

Montenegrin coast. As for meteorological conditions, this

attention. All of the above makes this site even more

location is protected from wave action caused by winds

sensitive, so more detailed planning will require better

that blow from northeast to southwest. It is more exposed

baseline studies.

to winds that blow from west to north, even if wave action
is in part mitigated by the relative proximity of the eastern
part of the Luštica peninsula (about 2Nm). The depths are

Figure 2.7. Bigova Bay in Kotor Municipality. General spatial use according to the situation listed in valid spatial planning documentation,
along with marina location.
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1

– valuable components of the marine environment (Posidonia oceanica)

2, 3 – suitable zones for anchoring according to nautical publications, which is confirmed in Montenegro's SPSPCA
4

– scope of the nautical tourism port – marinas (red) along the tourist zone on land

Figure 2.8. Bigova Bay in Kotor Municipality. Analysis of interaction and potential conflicts between planned maritime activities
and valuable components of the marine environment.
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Port & marina anchorage ‘Budva’
Located next to the Old Town and its walls, the marina

action caused by eastern and southeastern winds. Also,

‘Budva’ is one of the most attractive nautical destinations

the anchorage is located 40-50 meters away from the

in this part of the Mediterranean. It is located in the central

beach aquatorium with a large number of visitors during

part of the Montenegrin coast and extends to some of the

the summer period. As shown in the figure, there are

most beautiful sandy beaches on the Adriatic. The port

several access passages to the beach that are used by

and marina anchorage was planned east of the marina

recreational and tourist vessels that, when approaching or

and is located in the area where meadows of seagrass

leaving the beach, must avoid the vessels using the

(Posidonia oceanica) spread across the seabed. Due to

anchorage. Along the same lines as Bigova Bay, all

their role in the conservation of biodiversity, seagrasses

anchorages in the bay should be fixed anchoring systems

must be protected to the maximum extent possible. It is a

with buoys, which helps eliminate the devastating impact

part of the aquatorium that is loaded with a large number

of anchor chains that scrape the seabed if the nautical

of different recreational vessels in summer. To the east,

vessels anchoring systems are used for anchoring.

there is a natural barrier of an underwater threshold
between the beach and the northern cape of the island of
Sv. Nikola, which protects the anchorage from wave

1 – planned coverage of the port and marina ‘Budva’
2 – anchorage aquatorium
3 – valuable components of the marine environment (Posidonia oceanica)

Figure 2.9. Luka Port & marina ‘Budva’. Analysis of interaction and potential conflicts between planned maritime activities
and valuable components of the marine environment.
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Risan and Budva
The examples below show the inconsistencies between

anchoring in this area is prohibited, this time due to the

different sectoral or spatial planning documents, in this

submarine installations.

case, Montenegro's SPSPCA and official nautical
databases that prohibit any kind of anchoring regime for
certain parts of the aquatorium. This is a form of
interaction or overlapping of terms of use and regimes
that are mutually exclusive. The first example is the
aquatorium of the Risan port, where on the one hand the
anchorage zone is planned, and on the other hand
anchoring is prohibited, primarily due to underwater
archaeological sites in this area. Another example is the
aquatorium of the Budva Bay and Jaz Cove, where the
anchorage zone is also planned, but the official database
prepared by the competent authorities reveals that

Given that both areas are relatively large, a part of the
solution to this form of conflict could be more precise
mapping of the zones due to which anchoring was
prohibited in the first place. At a time when almost all
vessels use digital maps connected to a GPS device that
gives the exact position of the vessel, such solutions are
not difficult to implement and adapt it for mass use (this
functionality can be used on most mobile phones today).
Along the same lines as the examples of Budva and Bigova
Bay, it is possible to use fixed anchoring systems that must
be positioned in such a way that they do not interfere with
protected underwater physical structures.

Figure 2.10. Analysis of interaction and potential conflicts of activities and regimes at sea – anchorage zones according to the Montenegro's SPSPCA (black
and white background) and prohibited anchorage areas (red), example: Risan Bay.
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Figure 2.11. Analysis of interaction and potential conflicts of activities and regimes at sea – anchorage zones according to the Montenegro's SPSPCA (black
and white background) and prohibited anchorage areas (red), example: Budva Bay with Jaz Cove
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Velika Krekavica Bay, Platamuni area,
Kotor Municipality
Along the same lines with the previous examples, this is a

Besides, according to the Spatial Urban Plan for Kotor, in

situation of the allowed form of sea use, in this case, it is

the marine part of the protected area "Platamuni" in front

about anchoring and the prohibition of anchoring regime

of Velika Krekavica Bay, the planned anchorage needs to

due to the submarine infrastructure (cables) that could be

be harmonised with the new situation following the

damaged if the vessels used their own anchoring systems.

adoption of the Decision on the Establishment of the

In this case, the situation is further complicated by the fact

"Platamuni” Nature Park. There is another option that

that the area is covered by Platamuni Nature Park, which

remains to be considered, through the adopted

is the marine protected area.

management plan of the Nature Park, buoys could be

According to the proposed Decision on the Establishment
of the "Platamuni” Nature Park, Velika Krekavica Bay is
located in the protected area II. Under the protection
regime II, among others, the prohibited activities include:

installed (as part of fixed anchoring system) for the
purpose of controlled visits for educational, recreational
and tourist purposes, exclusively in part II of the protection
zone, which will be determined on the basis of an
appropriate expert analysis. Based on the expert analysis,



vessel anchoring;

guidelines and conditions for nature protection will be



movement and stopping of vessels propelled by the

elaborated and solutions will be proposed and incorporated

engine with more than 10 HP, with the exception of

into the management plan.

official steering vessels and competent services for the
control and inspection of activities at sea.

1 – Platamuni Nature Park (proposal), Marine protected area III
2 – prohibited anchorage area (submarine infrastructure), at the same time Marine protected area III
3 – designation of suitable anchorage areas according to nautical publications and Montenegro's SPSPCA

Figure 2.12. Platamuni area, Krekavica Bay, Kotor Municipality. Analysis of interaction and potential conflicts of activities and regimes at sea – marine
protected area, anchorage area (SPSPCA) and prohibited anchorage area.
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Valdanos Cove, Ulcinj Municipality
Valdanos Cove, according to Montenegro's SPSPCA, is

there is a coastal beach, with tourist zone backing onto it.

where a nautical anchorage and a mariculture

The future expert analyses regarding the designation of a

installations zone are planned. As shown in the figure

protected marine area should provide more information

below, the nautical anchorage is planned in the cove, and

on the compatibility of mariculture installations at this

a mariculture installations zone will be designated at the

location, which is almost completely within the limits of

exit. Furthermore, all the way to the entrance part of the

the preliminary marine protected area. The northwestern

cove there is the southeastern boundary of the

part of the anchorage zone may also be called into

preliminary coverage of the marine protected area ‘Stari

question. If the anchorage is to be set deeper into the bay,

Ulcinj’. In the part of the cove outside the preliminary

there are more areas covered by seagrass, so it would be

boundary of the marine protected area valuable

more acceptable to use fixed anchoring systems with

components of the marine environment can be found,

buoys.

including meadows of seagrass. At the bottom of the cove,

Legend
Areas of valuable marine habitats
(Posidonia oceanica)
Other areas of valuable marine habitats
(cat. 4)
Proposed MPA Stari Ulcinj
Suitable nautical anchorage area
Suitable mariculture area

Figure 2.13. Wider Valdanos Cove, Ulcinj Municipality. Analysis of interaction and potential conflicts between maritime activities and the marine regime –
valuable components of the marine environment.
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Tourist Zone Maljevik, Bar Municipality
According to the existing spatial planning documentation,

completely within the limits of the preliminary marine

this area, in addition to the tourist purpose on the

protected area. Along the coast, a public promenade

mainland, also envisages a small nautical tourism port, a

"Lungo mare” is planned to be built, which will create a

zone suitable for the development of mariculture in the

link between the areas and Sutomore and Čanj contact

southwest and a preliminary zone of the protected marine

zones, within walking distance. This promenade will also

area Katič, which accommodates the entire Maljevik Cove,

help link 3 beaches that already exist in Maljevik and

west of the cape Krčevac. The Montenegro’s SPSPCA

Strbina coves. The expert analyses will also need to

provides a detailed elaboration of Maljevik, where a 4-5*

consider the possibility, guidelines and conditions for the

tourist resort is planned. The construction of a new top

marina in the proposed location depending on the

class tourist resort with different accommodation and

protection regime that will be established for this site. One

commercial facilities is planned on today's undeveloped

of the principles on which the future development of a

terrain. Tourist accommodation facilities are planned to

protected marine area will be based is harmonization of

include hotels, tourist apartments and villas with a total

human activities, economic and social development plans,

capacity of up to 2,600 beds. A marina with a capacity of

programmes and projects with defined regimes and levels

100 berths is also included in the plan. As in the case of

of protection. In this respect, the following analysis has

Valdanos Cove, future expert analyses regarding the

been carried out to justify why Maljevik is appropriate

designation of a protected marine area Katič should

choice to accommodate a marina or nautical tourism

provide more information on the compatibility of

port, from the perspective of the site as well as the wider

mariculture installations at this location, which is almost

nautical tourism infrastructure on the Montenegrin coast.

1 – tourist zone
2 – marina used for tourist zone
3 – the proposal regarding the covering ot the marine protected area of Katič
4 – zone suitable for the development of mariculture (SPSPCA)
5 – valuable components of the marine environment (Posidonia oceanica)

Figure 2.14. The most important categories of spatial protection and use based on the current spatial planning documents for Maljevik
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While assessing marine areas appropriate for developing

3. economic cost-effectiveness criteria – construction

new nautical tourism ports, approach that needs to be

costs for the marina, primarily the southern and

taken involves an integrated perspective on the

southwestern jetty that is exposed to frequent and

development and protection aspects of each site. When

long-term but potentially very strong winds and wave

selecting a location for the new marina, the following

action (especially if there is a storm), they are partly

groups of criteria are key:

reduced due to lower depths (2-4 m), for the analysis

1. local environmental impacts and valuable nature criteria:

of the marina (southwestern point), or even the



analysis coverage avoids valuable submarine parts
(Posidonia oceanica) which are west from the location;



by opting for floating pontoons, it is possible to
preserve the values of the natural coast and integrate

existence of shallow waters with two tidal rocks.
4. navigation safety and security criteria:


southwestern jetty that shelters the marina and its
entrance from the troubled winds from the south

them accordingly into the marina project;


and southwest, and enables safer entry and

at this site, there are no known cultural heritage

departure because it does not leave shallow water

sites, land or underwater.

anywhere near the jetty, as is the case with the

2. criteria regarding the interaction with other uses of

spatial planning document elaborated for the

aquatorium:


the choices made for this site do not interfere with
its values, primarily both neighbouring beaches
(Maljevik to the northwest and Štrbina to the east

Maljevik tourist zone, but rather integrates it.
5. transportation availability criteria:


cost is shared with the investment in the tourist

to the waste of important resources within the
to all residents across the catchment area.

road infrastructure should be achieved for the
needs of the tourist zone itself, in that sense the

of the analysed area) and thus does not contribute
future tourist complex, as well as those important

the position of the external southern and

zone offer on land, which is significantly higher;


Tivat and Podgorica airports are within about 60
minutes isochrone time range.

Figure 2.15. Orthophoto with bathymetry and proposal for the marina, along with the tourist zone in the part of Maljevik
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urban environment (proximity to city amenities),

6. assessment criteria for the advantages of the location

within the largest commercial port (which, besides

in the system of the nautical tourism offer in Montenegro

commercial berths, also provides communal ones,

(attractiveness from the perspective of the expected

and one of its parts serves as a fishing port), but also

use of nautical berths):


from a wider perspective, this is about the southern
part of the Montenegrin coast which is attractive as



offers better maintenance and technical services.
7. wider criteria for balanced regional development and

an access point from the Strait of Otranto to the

the load:

Adriatic coast as well as for the accommodation of



most of the nautical infrastructure facilities are

vessels in the long-term transit from the Albanian

located in the Boka Kotorska Bay, resulting in

coast and the Ionian Sea;

much more pressing environmental pressures

from the narrow, local perspective, the new nautical

(sea), so the expansion of nautical offer to less

facility would help ensure the complementarity of
an exclusive boutique marina in a more natural
environment, backing onto a quality mixed use

sensitive locations in the southern coastal region is
a contribution to the balanced and sustainable
development of the coastal area of Montenegro.

resort in relation to the marina Bar located in an

1 – marina Portomontenegro, Tivat, aquatarium surface area approx. 60 ha
2 – marina Portonovi, Kumbor, Herceg Novi, aquatorium surface area approx. 6.9 ha
3 – marina, Luštica, Tivat, Tivat, aquatorium surface area approx. 4.6 ha
4 – the spatial coverage of the marina with the tourist zone at the site of Maljevik in Bar Municipality, surface area approx. 4.6 ha

Figure 2.16. Comparison of three successful Montenegrin marinas and analysed locations along the tourist zone and Maljevik Cove
(the same scale was used for both maps)
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3 Annexes
Annex 1. GIS database on maritime activities
Conversion

graphic

provided by courtesy of the Real Estate Administration

attachments of the adopted and valid Special Purpose

of

information

contained

in

and was used to develop the Special Purpose Spatial Plan

Spatial Plan for Coastal Area of Montenegro into GIS shp

for Coastal Area of Montenegro (in a different coordinate

format. Layers from 4 dwg files that constitute graphic

system). For the existing offshore structures that are not

attachments for the spatial uses, the spatial use regime,

included in the official coastline, an updates have been

hydrotechnical infrastructure and the maritime domain

made in a separate layer using the official orthophoto

area are converted. What has made this conversion much

footage from the 2018, published at the the Real Estate

more difficult is the fact that not all layers were visible as a

Administration website, while for structures that were

whole, so visibility had to be verified for each layer on the

built at a later point, Google Earth images from 2020 were

complete dwg cartographic visualisation or its pdf version.

mostly used.

The additional limitation was the fact that the sea uses

The most important layer created under the project is a

were mostly represented by symbols, so they had to be

layer of the existing and planned maritime uses

converted into polygonal or line layers.

(purposes). This layer is not built as a single shp file. For

After conversion, the shp files were transformed from
MGI_Balkans_6 coordinate system to WGS_1984_UTM_Zone_34N with the transform parameter MGI_To_WGS_1984_4.
The official coastline was used as the baseline layer

Group
1a Maritime
navigation
Attribute
AREA
HECTARES
Group
1a Maritime
navigation
Attribute
AREA
HECTARES

8

Shp file name
Boka_plovni_put

Shp file name
vanjski_plovni_put

HECTARES

Surface area in ha

GA= GEF Adriatic
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Description
Waterway type

separate shp file has been created, or more of them,
where more than one was needed.

Description
Source
The main waterway to the Boka Kotorska GA8 project
Bay for large vessels
Values
Total 12,693,290 m2
1,269 ha total

Type
P

Description
Approach waterways to major ports in
the Boka Kotorska Bay
Values
Total 446,000 m2
44.6 ha total

Type
P

Description
Source
The external longshore route on the high GA project
seas
Values
1 – local longshore coastal waterway, 2 – external coastal waterway at a distance of
10-20 km from the coast
31,725 ha total

Description
Surface area m2
Surface area in ha

Group
1a Maritime
navigation
Attribute
KOD

different attributes, topology) for each maritime activity, a

Type
P

Description
Surface area m2
Surface area in ha
Shp file name
prilazni_putevi

the sake of practicality (frequent editing and updates,

Source
GA project
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Group
1a Maritime
navigation

Shp file name
Feryrt_Project

Attribute
LENGTH

Description
Length

Type
L

Source
According to the GIS database of the
Institute of Hydrometeorology and
Seismology of Montenegro

Values
Total 899 m (1 polyline)

Group
1b Port system

Shp file name
luke_akvatoriji

Attribute
Area
HECTARES
NAME
INTENDED USE
SIGNIFICANCE

Description
Surface area m2
Surface area in ha

Group
1b Port system
Attribute
HECTARES
NAME

Shp file name
luke_sidrista
Description
Surface area in ha
Town or settlement

Group
1b Port system

Shp file name
luke_ostale

Attribute
Area
HECTARES
NLS
GOD
LOKACIJA
TIP
KOD
VEZOVI
STATUS

Description
Surface area m2
Surface area in ha
National location study
Year of adoption of the plan
Name
Type of port
Designation of the aquatorium type
Number of berths
Planned or existing

Group
2a Fisheries

Shp file name
ribarske_poste

Attribute
RAD

Description
Semi-circle radius in front of the
fisherman's post
Numeration
Name
Farmed species

BROJ
NAZIV
DUZINA

Description
The route of the Kamenari-Lepetane
ferry

Type
P

Type
P

Description
Source
The aquatorium of the most important GA project, according to different
ports
sources, other than concession acts
Values
Total 3,210,643 m2 (19 polygons)
321.1 ha total
The attribute planned for 4 ports was added to the name
Marina, commercial, shipbuilding, fishing
National, local, no attributes
Description
Port anchorage
Values
1,082 ha total (8 polygons)

Source
Different sources, other than concession acts

Type Description
Source
P
The area covered by other ports (aquatorium, Spatial plans with different levels of
for part of them, jetties and the land part) detail representations
Values
Total 632,737 m2 (58 polygons), 509,929 m2 aquatorium only (KOD =1, 38 polygons)
63.3 ha total, only aquatorium 51-0 m2 (KOD=1, 38 polygons)
Maritime domain sector designation

Type
T

Town, settlement, toponym
Mooring, marina, fishing port
1 – aquatorium, 2 – other (jetties, land part)
for a part of the moorings and marinas
Description
Source
Locations (centroids) of the
GA project, according to official rule
fisherman’s posts
book and JPMD data
Values
Length in meters (radius equals half length)
1-106
Town, local toponym,...
Length in meters
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Group
2a Fisheries

Shp file name
ribarske_poste_buf_rad

Attribute
AREA
HECTARES

Description
Surface area m2
Surface area in ha

Group
2a Fisheries

Shp file name
ribarske_poste_buffer

Attribute
Area
HECTARES

Description
Surface area m2
Surface area in ha

Group
2a Fisheries

Shp file name
zast_ribolovna_podr

Attribute
AREA
HECTARES
IME

Description
Surface area m2
Surface area in ha
Site names

Group
2a Fisheries

Shp file name
zast_ribolovna_podr_lin

Attribute
LENGTH
IME

Description
Length in meters
Site names

Group
2b Mariculture

Shp file name
marikultura_dozvole

Attribute
AREA
HECTARES
LOKACIJA
Species

Description
Surface area m2
Surface area in ha
Name
Farmed species

ID1

Previous numeration

62

Type
P

Description
Semi-circle in front of the fisherman's
post according to the actual radius –
basic zone used as a fisherman's post
Values
Total 234,398 m2
23.4 ha total

Type
P

Description
Source
Semi-circle in front of the fisherman's post radius GA project, according to
100 m – wider zone used as a fisherman's post
official rule book and JPMD
data
Values
Total 234,398 m2
23.4 ha total

Type Description
P
Protected fishing area polygons

Source
GA project, according to official rule
book and JPMD data

Source
GA project, according to the data from
the competent Ministry

Values
Total 14,898,952 m2 (6 polygons)
1,489.9 ha total

Type
L

Description
Line protected fishing area polygons

Source
GA project, according to the data from
the competent Ministry

Values
Total 9,482 m (4 polylines)

Type Description
Source
P
The spatial coverage of the marine
GA project, according to the data from
polygons according to the licenses issued the competent Ministry
by the competent authorities
Values
Total 271,945 m2 (27 polygons)
27.2 ha total
Town, local toponym,...
m – mussels, k – oysters, m k – mussels and oysters, m o b – mussels, gilthead
bream, seabass, m k o b – mussels, oysters, gilthead bream, seabass, eks –
experimental farming
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Group
2b Mariculture

Shp file name
mar_dozvole_cent

Attribute
LOCATION
SPECIES

Description
Name
Farmed species

Group
2b Mariculture

Shp file name
mar_teren

Attribute
Area
HECTARES

Description
Surface area m2
Surface area in ha

Group
2b Mariculture
Attribute
Area
HECTARES

Shp file name
uzgajalista_skoljki_pogodno
Description
Surface area m2
Surface area in ha

Group
3a1 Coastal
tourism –
bathing areas
and beaches
Attribute
Area
HECTARES
Type

Shp file name
Type Description
kupalista_gb_polyUTM_opc1_tur1 P
Bathing areas and beach polygons,
land parts

IMENASELJA
IMEOPSTINE
KOD_TUR

Type Description
Source
T
Centroids of the marikultura_dozvole
GA project, according to the data from
layer
the competent Ministry
Values
Town, local toponym,...
m – mussels, k – oysters, m k – mussels and oysters, m o b – mussels, gilthead
bream, seabass, m k o b – mussels, oysters, gilthead bream, seabass, eks –
experimental farming
Type
P

Description
The spatial coverage of the mariculture
polygon according to the field observations
Values
Total 241,660 m2 (25 polygons)
24.2 ha total

Source
GA project, according to Google
Earth 2020

Type
P

Source
IBM analysis, GA team

Description
Surface area m2
Surface area in ha
Type of bathing area or beach according
to the approved categorization

Settlement
Municipality
numeration, tourist spatial unit
designation (17)

Description
Areas suitable for shellfish farms
Values
Total 2,477,872 m2 (7 polygons)
247.8 ha

Source
According to JPMD data

Values
Total 1,611,856 m2 (503 polygons)
161.2 ha total
13 categories – public family, public excursions, public without beach
furniture, public romantic, public well-being, public party, public for dogs,
hotel swimming area, divers area, active holidays, children, naturist,
investment
Settlement – bathing area location
Municipality – bathing area location
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Group
3a1 Coastal
tourism – bathing
areas and
beaches
Attribute
AREA
HECTARES

Shp file name
kupalista_akvatorij_50_100 m

Description
Surface area m2
Surface area in ha

Group
4 Submarine
cables and
pipelines
Attribute
LENGTH

Shp file name
pipsol_

Group
4 Submarine
cables and
pipelines
Attribute
LENGTH

Shp file name
Cblsub_Project

Group
4 Submarine
cables and
pipelines
Attribute
LENGTH

Shp file name
Cblohd_Project

Group
4 Submarine
cables and
pipelines

Shp file name
jjgasovod

Attribute
LENGTH

Description
Length in m

Group
4 Submarine
cables and
pipelines
Attribute
LENGTH

Shp file name
IAP_opcija
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Type
P

Source
According to JPMD data

Values
Total 3,809,457 m2 (500 polygons)
380.9 ha total
Type
L

Description
Source
Polylines of submarine pipeline routes According to the GIS database of the
Institute of Hydrometeorology and
Seismology of Montenegro
Values
Total 22,736 m (15 polylines)

Type
L

Description
Polylines of underwater cable routes

Description
Length in m

Description
Length in m

Source
According to the GIS database of the
Institute of Hydrometeorology and
Seismology of Montenegro

Values
Total 130,907 m (19 polylines)
Type
L

Description
Length in m

Description
Length in m

Description
Bathing area and beach aquatorium
polygons

Description
(Aerial) bundled cables polylines

Source
According to the GIS database of the
Institute of Hydrometeorology and
Seismology of Montenegro

Values
Total 353 m (1 polyline)
Type
L

Description
Adriatic-Ionian gas pipeline route

Source
According to Coastal Area Spatial
Plan

Values
Total 96,244 m
Type
L

Description
Alternative Adriatic-Ionian gas
pipeline route
Values
Total 30,579 m

Source
Analysis of the alternative route
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Group
4 Submarine
cables and
pipelines
Attribute
ISP_NAZIV
ISP_OPCINA
ISP_ODD
ISP_DUB
ISP_TYPE
ISP_ZAG_OC
KOM1
KOM2

Shp file name
ispusti3_okt2020

Type
T

Description
Discharge
Municipality
The length of the submarine pipeline
Depth
Discharge type
Pollution rate assessment
Comment1
Comment2

Group
Shp file name
5 Exploitation of nafta_gas1UTM
mineral resources
Attribute
Area
HECTARES

Description
Surface area m2
Surface area in ha

Group
5 Exploitation of
mineral
resources
Attribute
Area
HECTARES

Shp file name
eksploatacija_blato_UTM34N

Description
Surface area m2
Surface area in ha

Group
6
Dredging

Shp file name
prod_dna

Attribute

Description

Group
7 Coastal
structures

Shp file name
ob_str_istr

Attribute
Ime_lok
HECTARES

Description
Location name
Area in ha

Description
Points – submarine discharge
locations (93 in total)

Source

Values

Type
P

Description
Source
Exploration zones intended for future According to the data provided by the
possible exploitation of hydrocarbons competent authorities of Montenegro
(13)
Values
Total 3,198,250,461 m2 (13 polygons)
319,825.0 ha total

Type
P

Description
Peloid use zone (1)

Source
According to the data provided by
the competent authorities of
Montenegro

Values
Total 57,822 m2 (1 polygon)
5.8 ha total
Type Description
T
Sea dredging planned locations

Source
According to the data provided by
the competent authorities of
Montenegro

Values
Type Description
P
Zone for the research and possible
construction of the coastal
protection structures (6)
Values
Location nane – beaches
Total 132.7 ha

Source
GA Project according to the JPMD
data
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Group
8 Military use

Shp file name
Dmpgrd_Project

Attribute
Area
HECTARES

Description
Surface area m2
Surface area in ha

Group
9 Marine
Protected Areas
Attribute
Area
HECTARES
ZONA

Shp file name
mpa_platamuni

Shp file name
MPAs_preliminary

Attribute
Area
HECTARES
LAYER

Description
Surface area m2
Surface area in ha
According to dwg source

Group
Shp file name
10 Underwater kult_podm
heritage
protected zones
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Description
Site description
Data sources
Conservation status

Description
Military use, among other things,
military material disposal

Source
According to the GIS database of
the Institute of Hydrometeorology
and Seismology of Montenegro

Values
Total 65,599,226 m2 (1 polygon)
6,560.0 ha total
Type
P

Description
Source
The spatial coverage of the marine According to the GIS database of
protected area Platamuni Nature Park C/MPA project
Values
Total 14,974,778 m2 (5 polygons)
1,497.4 ha total
Categories – Marine protected area II (Cape Platamuni, Cove V. Krekavica,
Žukovac Cove), protected area III, protection zone mainland

Type
P

Description
Source
Preliminary spatial coverage of the According to the GIS database of
Katič and Stari Ulcinj maritime
C/MPA project
protected area aquatorium
Values
Total 49,039,228 m2 (2 polygons)
4,903.9 ha total
Contains the name of the site (Katič and Stari Ulcinj)

Type
T

Description
Underwater cultural heritage zones
(50)

Description
Surface area m2
Surface area in ha
Protection area

Group
9 Marine
Protected Areas

Attribute
Description
Source
Category

Type
P

Source
The 2018 baseline study, the
SPAMD (Marine domain spatial
plan) 2007, some localities have
been given 2 positions given that
sources do not show the same
data, amended with additional 9
locations provided by the
responsible authorities following
the final conference

Values
Individual text description
The 2018 baseline study, the SPSPAMD (Marine domain spatial plan) 2007
Categories – Registered (2), Recorded, Amended (following the final
conference)
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Group
10 protected
areas on land, as
of 2020
Attribute
Area
HECTARES
LAYER
Group
11 base layers –
coastline
Attribute
Length
Layer

Shp file name
zasticena podrucja 2020.shp

Description
Surface area m2
Surface area in ha
According to dwg source
Shp file name
nova_obala2_utm34n

Type
L

Shp file name
tur_zone1

Shp file name
zabrana_sidrenja

Attribute
Area
HECTARES

Description
Surface area m2
Surface area in ha

Description
Coastline

Source
The official coastline of the Real
Estate Administration

Type
L

Description
Additions or corrections regarding
the coastline according to the
completed projects (e.g. Portonovi,
Luštica, Meljine itd.)
Values
Total 11,945 m

Source
According to the DOF footage UZN
in 2018

Type
P

Description
Inland tourist zones (including
second homes)

Source
According to the relevant plan
documents (SPSPCA MNE, SUP, NLS,
LLS) and the field observations

Description
Surface area m2
Surface area in ha

Group
12 auxiliary layers –
regimes on the sea

Source
C/MPA project

Values
Total 393,156 m (sea = 360,463 m, Bojana River = 32,693 m)
Categories – sea coastline, Bojana River coastline

Description
length in m

Group
12 auxiliary layers –
land-based surface
uses
Attribute
Area
HECTARES

Description
Protected areas (37) in the narrow
coastal belt

Values
Total 121,303,434 m2 (37 polygons)
12,130 ha total
Contains the name of the site or protected area

Description
Length in m
Description

Group
Shp file name
11 base layers – obala2_dopune
coastline

Attribute
Length

Type
P

Values
Total 49,039,228 m2 (2 polygons)
4,903.9 ha total
Type
P

Description
Prohibited anchorage area (29)

Source
According to the GIS database of
the Institute of Hydrometeorology
and Seismology of Montenegro

Values
Total 123,842,293 m2 (29 polygons)
12,384.2 ha total
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Annex 2. Analysis of the current mariculture sector uses
The examples given below show the locations that were granted mariculture licences by the line Ministry, according to the
situation in 2020. The analysis used the Google Earth software package representations showing the 2020 status.

Legend
Areas by coordinates shown in the license
Actual area used
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No.: 3

Bay: The Kotor Bay

Location name: Ljuta
Sector No.: 14 (Ljuta – Sveti Matija)
Uzgajane vrste: Mussels
Approved area:

10,000 m2

Area according to the coordinates from the license:

9,380 m2

Actual area used:

5,600 m2

Spatial coordinates shown in the license:
1. 42° 29' 00.97'' N 18° 45' 50.04'' E
2. 42° 29' 04.13'' N 18° 45' 50.83'' E
3. 42° 29' 05.63'' N 18° 45' 46.98'' E
4. 42° 29' 02.50'' N 18° 45' 46.19'' E
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No.: 4

Bay: The Kotor Bay

Location name: Orahovac
Sector No.: 13 (Donji Orahovac – Ljuta)
Uzgajane vrste: Mussels, oysters
Approved area:

6,966 m2

Area according to the coordinates from the license:

9,660 m2

Actual area used:

9,220 m2

Spatial coordinates shown in the license:
1. 42° 29' 12.25'' N 18° 45' 54.06'' E
2. 42° 29' 15.22'' N 18° 45' 53.20'' E
3. 42° 29' 14.34'' N 18° 45' 48.50'' E
4. 42° 29' 11.52'' N 18° 45' 49.92'' E
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No.: 5

Bay: The Kotor Bay

Location name: Orahovac
Sector No.: 13 (Donji Orahovac – Ljuta)
Uzgajane vrste: Mussels
Approved area:

10,000 m2

Area according to the coordinates from the license:

10,580 m2

Actual area used:

9,920 m2

Spatial coordinates shown in the license:
1. 42° 29' 16.99'' N 18° 45' 53.18'' E
2. 42° 29' 20.08'' N 18° 45' 50.50'' E
3. 42° 29' 18.19'' N 18° 45' 47.20'' E
4. 42° 29' 15.14'' N 18° 45' 50.10'' E
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No.: 8

Bay: The Kotor Bay

Location name: Bajova kula
Sector No.: 11 (rt Banja – Perast – Dražin vrt)
Uzgajane vrste: Mussels
Approved area:

10,000 m2

Area according to the coordinates from the license:

10,310 m2

Actual area used:

9,430 m2

Spatial coordinates shown in the license:
1. 42° 29' 01.99'' N 18° 44' 10.92'' E
2. 42° 29' 02.35'' N 18° 44' 15.23'' E
3. 42° 28' 58.72'' N 18° 44' 11.36'' E
4. 42° 28' 59.08'' N 18° 44' 15.88'' E
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No.: 15

Bay: Risan Bay

Location name: Rt Banja
Sector No.: 10 (Spila – Risan – Cape Banja)
Uzgajane vrste: Mussels
Approved area:

10,000 m2

Area according to the coordinates from the license:

11,180 m2

Actual area used:

11,540 m2

Spatial coordinates shown in the license:
1. 42° 29' 57.785''N 18° 41' 29.96'' E
2. 42° 30' 02.64'' N 18° 41' 31.04'' E
3. 42° 29' 57.93'' N 18° 41' 26.87'' E
4. 42° 30' 03.08'' N 18° 41' 27.91'' E
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No.: 18

Bay: Bay of Morinj

Location name: Lipci – Granice
Sector No.: 9 (Lipci – Strp – uvala (cove) Sopot)
Uzgajane vrste: Mussels
Approved area:

5,000 m2

Area according to the coordinates from the license:

5,010 m2

Actual area used:

4,230 m2

Spatial coordinates shown in the license:
1. 42° 29' 54.58'' N 18° 39' 38.65'' E
2. 42° 29' 53.45'' N 18° 39' 36.96'' E
3. 42° 29' 50.97'' N 18° 39' 39.66'' E
4. 42° 29' 51.94'' N 18° 39' 41.32'' E
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Annex 3. Nautical tourism definitions
The Ordinance on the types of nautical tourism facilities,

In its publications and methodological explanations

the

concerning tourism, MONSTAT separately addresses the

minimum

technical

requirements

and

their

categorization from 2003 defines the nautical tourism
vessels:
1. Recreational vessels;
2. Excursion vessels;
3. Tourist yachts;
4. Cruise ships.
Cruise ship for tourist cruises is a manned vessel carrying
tourists for cruises and cruise tours, equipped for sustaining
a several-day stay of crew and tourists.
According to this Ordinance, tourist cruises or cruise ships
are part of or a sub-type of nautical tourism as well.
According to the Law on tourism and hospitality from
2020:
1. Nautical tourism shall include the sailing and stay of
nautical tourists on sailing vessels, as well as their stay
in nautical tourism ports or marinas and in other
harbour facilities for the purpose of holiday and
recreation.
2. Tourism services in nautical tourism shall be:


the renting of sailing vessels with or without a crew,
with or without the provision of accommodation
services;





Economy, it reads:
The notion “nautical tourism” includes all recreation travels
for leisure happening at the sea, on large cruise ships or
motor or sailing yachts, if they have cabins.
According to this Strategy, the concept of nautical tourism
would also include tourist cruises.
The baseline study Maritime Economy, carried out in
2018, for the purpose of creating a new spatial plan of
Montenegro, touches upon this topic in the chapter
‘Nautical Tourism’:
There is no generally accepted definition and division of
'nautical tourism’.
While all of these sources lack a unified position, it is clear
that, at the moment, there is no generally accepted
definition of ‘nautical tourism’, or the precise definition of
this concept. The central dilemma is whether the notion
of ‘nautical tourism’ includes ‘cruise’ (cruising) and
‘tourist cruises’ on larger vessels, alongside ‘yachting’. In
the GEF Adriatic project, nautical tourism or yachting and
cruise (cruising) were addressed as separate segments of
a more general notion of ‘maritime tourism’. If nautical

water, fuel, supplies, spare parts and equipment);

tourism were to include ‘cruise’ (cruising) in this case, this

navigation services for the sailing vessels of nautical

would lead to a substantial equalisation of the terms

the provision of various types of information to
nautical tourists;



In the 2020 Strategy of Development of the Maritime

the services of supplying nautical tourists (with

tourists;


areas of ‘Foreign Cruise Ships’ and ‘Nautical tourism’.

‘nautical’ and ‘maritime tourism’. Their definitions are,
though, more important for the taxonomic hierarchy of
terms than for the core task of maritime spatial planning.

transportation of tourists in public transport by
means of sailing vessels which are registered to
perform passenger transport activity; and



other services required for nautical tourism in
accordance with the law.

According to this Law, the concept of nautical tourism
cannot be related to ‘tourist cruises’ or ‘cruise’.
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The GEF-funded project “Implementation of the Ecosystem
Approach in the Adriatic Sea through Marine Spatial
Planning” (GEF Adriatic) is carried out across the Adriatic-Ionian
region with focus on two countries: Albania and Montenegro.
The main objective of the project is to restore the ecological
balance of the Adriatic Sea through the use of the ecosystem
approach and marine spatial planning. Also, the project aims at
accelerating the enforcement of the Integrated Coastal Zone
Management Protocol and facilitating the implementation of the
Integrated Monitoring and Assessment Program. Eventually, it will
contribute to the achievement of the good environmental status
of the entire Adriatic. The project is jointly lead by UNEP/MAP,
PAP/RAC and SPA/RAC. In Montenegro, the project is being
implemented with the coordination of the Ministry of Ecology,
Spatial Planning and Urbanism.
The project duration is from 2018 to 2021.

Ministry of Ecology, Spatial Planning and Urbanism
IV Proleterske brigade 19, 81000 Podgorica, Montenegro
E: ivana.stojanovic@mepg.gov.me

